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Executive Summary 
 
This report contains four sub-reports on research tasks that were completed related to the 
enhancement of traffic control to reduce emissions and fuel consumption.  The first task looks at 
the type of control to implement at an intersection, based on minimizing emissions.  Assuming 
that an intersection is signalized, the second tasks look at the optimal cycle length that should be 
selected to minimize emissions and fuel consumption.  Once a signalized intersection has been 
deployed, the third and fourth tasks look at new ways to evaluate traffic signal performance 
related to emergency vehicle preemption using high resolution data and optimizing timing plans 
based on emissions.   
 
Task 1. Exploring Environmentally Sustainable Traffic Signal Warrant for Planning Application. 
With the concerns over the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with the surface 
transportation, the environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant is essential to provide 
guidelines for making environmentally conscious decisions about control types at intersections. 
A pilot study was conducted on developing CO2 emissions-oriented traffic signal warrants. 
Intersection control types that were analyzed for this study include two-way stop, four-way stop, 
traffic signal and roundabout. Two environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrants were 
proposed: Type I (without roundabout) and Type II (with roundabout). The proposed traffic 
signal warrants were compared with the existing mobility-oriented traffic signal warrant of the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) in terms of CO2 emissions and total 
delay. The measurements were collected and estimated using a microscopic traffic simulation 
tool, VISSIM. The environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrants show that the annual CO2 
emissions of the ground transportations in the USA were reduced by 7.15% with Type I warrant 
and 13.75% with Type II warrant.   
 
Task 2. Optimizing Isolated Traffic Signal Timing Considering Energy and Environmental 
Impacts  
Traffic signal cycle lengths are typically designed to minimize the intersection vehicle delay 
using the Webster formula. The objectives of this study are two-fold. First, it validates the 
Webster formula using simulated data. Second, it develops new formulations to compute the 
optimum cycle length considering other measures of effectiveness, including vehicle fuel 
consumption levels and tailpipe emissions. The microscopic simulation software, 
INTEGRATION, is used to simulate an isolated intersection controlled by a two-phase traffic 
signal over a range of cycle lengths, traffic demand levels, and signal timing lost times. 
Intersection delay, fuel consumption levels, and hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, oxides of 
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide emissions were derived from the simulation model. The cycle 
lengths that minimized the measures of effectiveness were then used to develop the proposed 
models. The first effort entailed re-calibrating the Webster model to the simulated data.  The 
second effort entailed enhancing the Webster model by incorporating an additional intercept 
term.  The model estimates produce shorter cycle lengths when compared to the Webster model 
and also considers fuel consumption and Green House Gas (GHG) emissions in the optimization 
procedure. 
 
Task 3. Characterizing Emergency Vehicle Operation Using High Resolution Traffic Signal 
Event Data 
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This research proposes the use of a signal phase spectrum (SPS) plot to analyze high resolution 
traffic signal event data.  Specifically, the controller performance related to emergency vehicle 
preemption operation is characterized in an effort to identify performance measures that will 
allow a traffic engineer to better understand the impact that various configurations have on 
intersection operations.  Performance measures for individual intersections in coordinated 
systems including preemption duration, transition duration, and total interruption time.  
Performance measures for networks are based on an emergency vehicle re-identification process 
for deriving an emergency vehicle’s trajectory through a network, and the results can further be 
used to estimate travel time, travel speed, and origin-destination.  These performance measures 
are illustrated using a simulated signal system in Morgantown, WV.  Transition modes are varied 
in the simulation network to determine the relative performance measures.  Case studies are 
presented for using high resolution data to troubleshoot field preemption operation using the 
Morgantown, WV and Huntington, WV signal systems. 
 
Task 4. Emissions-Based Performance Assessment of Traffic Control Using High Resolution 
Data 
This study presents the outcome of efforts to leverage high resolution data to develop online 
models that can be used to assess the performance of control strategies in terms of vehicle 
emissions. The proposed model was developed and implemented in the AnyLogic framework to 
simulate a network in WV-705 corridor in Morgantown, WV, with four coordinated 
intersections. The simulation was also used to calculate vehicle CO, HC, NOx emissions with the 
aid of the VT-Micro microscopic emission model. Offset variation was run to determine the 
optimal offsets for this particular road network with traffic volume, signal phase diagram and 
vehicle characteristics. Significant combination of attributes of HRD were utilized to develop 
robust statistical classifiers. The developed classifiers were able distinguish between set of 
timing plans that produce maximum emissions from those that result in minimum emissions. In 
addition, two flowcharts were developed to model the presence of Emergency Vehicle 
Preemption (EVP) in the system. Three scenarios were implemented and evaluated, namely, No-
EVP, EVP, and EVP with traffic yielding the right-of-way to EV. Emission results of these 
scenarios were analyzed and compared to find out whether EV affect vehicle emissions on the 
road network and what the level of this influence is, if any. 
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1. Problem 
 
Transportation sector accounts for about 28 percent of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the 
United States (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2015) and about 25 percent of the total energy 
consumption in developed countries (World Energy Council, 2007). GHG emissions have 
become a major cause of environmental pollutants that could lead to global warming and human 
health problems. Among different types of GHGs such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, 
nitrous oxide (NOx), etc., CO2 imposes major impacts on world climate due to its largest 
quantity present in the air, the longest atmospheric lifetime, and the most rapid increase rate (US 
EPA, 2014). In 2011, CO2 accounted for about 73% of total GHG emissions and Annual 
Greenhous Gas Index (AGGI) which measures greenhouse effect indicated that CO2 was at 1.3 
while the other types of emissions remained less than 0.5 (NOAA, 2012). 
 
In a roadway network, most CO2 emissions come from controlled intersections where the most 
speed variations take place when vehicles stop and accelerate. According to the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) (FHWA, 2009), traffic signal is a device for 
controlling vehicular and pedestrian traffic by assigning the right-of-way to various traffic 
movements. Many studies proposed strategies in terms of intersection control devices to improve 
environmental sustainability performances, such as optimizing vehicles’ approaching behaviors 
(van Katwijk and Gabriel, 2015), determining signal phases and timing scheme (Park and 
Kamarajugadda, 2007; Park et al., 2009; Khalighi and Christofa, 2015; Lee et al., 2015), 
intelligent cooperation between signal control and approaching vehicles (Hu et al., 2014; Hu et 
al., 2015), and refining lane configurations (Bing et al., 2014). Although they all showed their 
merits in reducing emissions, the point that was indiscreetly presumed was that they accepted the 
current intersection control types as it was. One question to ask before one tries to invent a 
complicated application is this: Has the appropriate intersection control type been chosen? 
 
There are different types of intersection control strategies, including but not limited to 2-way 
stop control (2WSC), 4-way stop control (4WSC), traffic signal and roundabout. To provide 
guidance to engineers and other practitioners in terms of determination of intersection control 
types, various traffic signal warrants have been developed throughout the world. The first 
framework of traffic signal warrant was published by American Association of State Highway 
Officials (AASHO) in 1935 by the name of MUTCD (AASHO, 1935). It has been continuously 
revised to construct current framework which has been most widely adopted both in the US and 
abroad (FHWA, 2009). The countries that do not use the MUTCD traffic signal warrant include 
United Kingdom, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa (Sampson, 1999), yet those traffic 
signal warrants use similar criteria as the MUTCD warrant; they consider either mobility, safety 
or a combination of the two criteria. This report adopted the MUTCD traffic signal warrant as a 
baseline to be compared with the proposed traffic signal warrant, since it could be a fair 
representation of various traffic signal warrants around the globe.   
 
Since the MUTCD traffic signal warrant was developed, there have been many efforts to propose 
alternative traffic signal warrants utilizing various quantitative criteria, such as gap-based 
criterion (Neudorff, 1985), peak-hour conflicting turning movement volumes (Bretherton and 
Elhaj, 1994), and average queue length (Sampson, 1999). In addition, the Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM) guideline (TRB, 2010) introduced the traffic signal warrant that was developed 
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based on the peak hour volumes and several mobility measurements such as delay, volume to 
capacity (v/c) ratio and average queue length (Marek et al., 1997). Nevertheless, these alternative 
traffic signal warrants proposed the criteria that heavily relied on mobility. No emission-oriented 
warrant has been invented, while it has been shown that environmental sustainability 
performances do not always comparable with mobility performance and improving mobility 
could sometimes lead to sacrificing in emissions (Park et al., 2009; Guo and Zhang, 2014).     
 
2. Approach 
 
Therefore, the objective of this research is to develop a pilot guideline of traffic signal warrant 
using environmental sustainability criteria of CO2 emissions, which is applicable at the planning 
level. Through this effort, the research team aims to demonstrate the significant difference 
between the emission-based warrant and the mobility-based warrant and quantify the benefits of 
environmental sustainability and effects on mobility.   
 
3. Methodology 
 
A traffic signal warrant developed based on CO2 emissions was explored and evaluated by 
comparing the developed traffic signal warrant to the existing MUTCD traffic signal warrant. 
The scope of this report was limited to the four intersection control types including 2WSC, 
4WSC, traffic signal control, and roundabout.  Two types of signal warrants were developed, i.e., 
Type I environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant which did not include roundabout 
control and Type II environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant that included roundabout 
control. Type I traffic signal warrant was included for a fair comparison with the baseline traffic 
signal warrant of MUTCD which did not include a roundabout. The measures of effectiveness 
(MOEs) adopted were CO2 emissions and total vehicle delay, which were collected from the 
microscopic traffic simulation software, called VISSIM (Verkehr In Stadten – 
SIMulationsmodell). Minimum sample size requirements were examined for both MOEs. 
Statistical tests were conducted to ensure statistical significance of the conclusions drawn. 
Detailed information is provided in the following subsections. 
 
3.1. Baseline Signal Warrant 
 
The existing MUTCD guidelines contain the nine different traffic signal warrants using various 
criteria. Among them, the three warrants (i.e., Warrant 1 through Warrant 3) use traffic volumes 
as their criteria with different temporal scopes of consideration (i.e., 8-hour, 4-hour and a peak 
hour). This research adopted the peak-hour volume warrant (i.e., Warrant 3) as the baseline to 
emphasize on the most critical period for operations. As shown in Figure 1, the Warrant 3 
provides the volume thresholds to warrant a traffic signal. That is, if the traffic volume scenario 
falls above the correspondent threshold curve, the need for the traffic signal control shall be 
considered. It should be noted that the major street volume is represented as the total volume of 
both approaches and the minor street volume is represented as the higher volume between the 
two opposing approaches. Appropriate curve shall be referred to depending on the number of 
lanes of intersection approaches. For comparison and evaluation purposes, the baseline traffic 
signal warrant was reformatted into as in Figure 2 to match the format of the proposed 
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environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant. In Figure 2, both x-axis and y-axis represent 
the total volumes of the opposing approaches. 
 

 
Figure 1  MUTCD signal Warrant 3 

 

 
Figure 2  Representation of the existing MUTCD traffic signal warrant 

 
3.2. Development of Testing Scenarios 
 
A set of 40 scenarios with various traffic volumes was tested. As shown in Figure 3, the traffic 
volumes in the major street ranged from 200 to 2,000 veh/hr and the traffic volumes in the minor 
street ranged from 200 to 1,000 veh/hr with the 200 veh/hr of increments for both. Again, these 
volumes represent the summations of both directions. Through the remainder of this report, each 
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scenario was referred to by its traffic volume levels. For example, for the scenario with 600 
veh/hr on major street and 200 veh/hr on minor street, the scenario was referred to as (600, 200).   
 

 
Figure 3  Traffic signal warrant volume scale 

 
3.3. Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) 
 
The MOEs selected in this report were CO2 emissions and total vehicle delay. The total vehicle 
delay is defined as the difference between actual travel time and free-flow travel time as in 
equation (1): 

	 	 ∑ ∑ –                                 (1) 

in which T represents total simulation period in the unit of second, N represents total number of 
vehicles during simulation period,  represents actual travel time of vehicle i and 

	represents free-flow travel time with desired speed of vehicle i. 
 
The CO2 emissions were estimated using Virginia Tech’s Microscopic energy and emissions 
model (VT-Micro) (Ahn et al., 2002). The VT-Micro model is a dual-regime regression model 
which requires vehicles’ trajectory information as an input. Its formula is demonstrated in 
equation (2): 

exp ∑ ∑ , 	 0

exp ∑ ∑ , 	 	 0
              (2) 

in which MOEe is the instantaneous emission rate (mg/s), Lei,j and Mei,j are the model 
regression coefficients for MOE “e” at speed power “i” and acceleration power “j” when 
accelerations are positive and negative, respectively, u is the instantaneous vehicle speed (km/h), 
and a is the instantaneous vehicle acceleration (m/s2). In this report, a set of parameters of the 
VT-Micro model which were calibrated under the urban intersection environment (Lee, et al., 
2013) was adopted. 
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3.4. Minimum Sample Size Requirement 
 
By the nature of simulation models, the output is subject to the randomness. The minimum 
sample size requirement of each MOE was attained with repetition of simulation runs to ensure 
statistically significant comparison results. Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT, 
2013) provides a methodology to examine the minimum required number of simulation runs as 
shown in equation (3): 

	                                                               (3) 

in which N is the minimum sample size, Z is the number of standard deviations away from the 
mean corresponding to the required confidence level (Z = 1.96 at the confidence level of 95%), 
Ss is the sample standard deviation, and E is the tolerable error in terms of the sample mean. In 
this report, the number of initial simulation runs was chosen as 10 times, and the minimum 
sample sizes of the selected MOEs were calculated at confidence level of 95th percentile. 
Additional simulation runs were performed when minimum sample size was more than 10. 
 
3.5. Development of Environmentally Sustainable Traffic Signal Warrants 
 
The environmentally sustainable signal warrant was developed by identifying which intersection 
control type yielded the least CO2 emissions while satisfying the delay thresholds for each of 
different traffic volume scenario. It is important to note that statistical tests (e.g., ANOVA test 
and t-test) were thoroughly conducted to examine the significance of difference in CO2 
emissions among the control types considered. By doing so, two environmentally sustainable 
traffic signal warrants were developed: Type I traffic signal warrant considering the three 
intersection control types including 2WSC, 4WSC and traffic signal; and Type II traffic signal 
warrant additionally including a roundabout.  
 
In order to ensure that delay remained at acceptable levels even though environmental criteria 
were prioritized, the two minimum thresholds related to delay measurements were adopted. The 
first threshold restrained the maximum delay within the controlled approach to be less than the 
criteria of the level of service (LOS) E from the HCM guidelines (TRB, 2010). The LOS E is an 
indication that the traffic is nearly operated at capacity and likely to break down and the drivers’ 
level of comfort becomes poor (Papacostas and Prevedourous, 2001). According to the HCM 
guidelines (TRB, 2010), the delay criteria of LOS E at a stop-controlled intersection (i.e., 2WSC 
or 4WSC) is 50 sec/veh, and that of a signalized intersection is 80 sec/veh. Different criterion 
was applied on different intersection control type. The threshold of average delay on the minor 
street is expressed in equation (4) 

	 /                                              (4) 

where α is 50 sec/veh for the unsignalized control case and 80 sec/veh for the signalized control. 
The average delay in equation (4) was estimated as in equation (5): 

	 / 	
∑ ∑ –

	                            (5) 

Another threshold of delay was developed to ensure that the warranted traffic control type was 
overall beneficial. The increase in delay may be evitable when prioritizing emissions. However, 
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the increase rate in delays were kept less than the reduction rates of CO2 emissions to guarantee 
the overall gains to the system. Technically, in each traffic volume scenario, percentage change 
rate of delay was compared against to that of CO2 emissions for all control types. Only the 
control types generating higher emissions savings rates over the delay increase rates were kept as 
potential candidates, as shown in equation (6). 

  ≤                                                          (6) 

in which k is scenario index,  (%) represents the percentage change rate in delay for 
scenario k and  (%) represents the percentage change rate in CO2 emissions for scenario k. 

 and  are defined as in equations (7) and (8):   

(%) = 
	 	 100                                        (7) 

(%) = 
	 	 100                                            (8) 

in which k is scenario index,  and 2  represent delay and CO2 emissions under 
the environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant,  and 2  represent delay 
and CO2 emissions under the baseline of MUTCD traffic signal warrant.   
 
3.6. Assessment of Environmentally Sustainable Traffic Signal Warrant 
 
The monetized values of CO2 emissions and delay associated with the implementation of the 
proposed traffic signal warrant were estimated. For the purpose of this assessment, the following 
facts and assumptions were utilized. According to the FHWA statistics (US DOT, 2010), there 
are approximately 300,000 intersections in the US. To estimate the national annual total benefits, 
it was assumed that intersection facilities are evenly distributed among different traffic volumes 
scenarios. Based on the 2011 CAFÉ regulations (NHTSA, 2015), the global social benefit of unit 
CO2 emissions reduction was estimated as $33 per ton in 2007 dollars with an annual interest 
rate of 2.4 percent (NHTSA, 2015). The changes in the delay performance were monetized based 
on the value of commuting time which was estimated as $9.96/hour when the average wage rate 
was assumed as $21.20/hour (Koppelman and Bhat, 2006). The monetized benefits from CO2 
emissions reduction and delay reductions were estimated as shown in equations (9) and (10): 

QCO2 = (Total CO2 reductions) 
. 	

	
$33 1 0.024             (9) 

Qdelay = (Total delay reduction)  
$ .

	
  0.47                                 (10) 

in which QCO2 represents the monetized benefit or cost from the changes in CO2 emissions (in 
dollars) and Qdelay represents the monetized benefit or cost from changes in delay (in dollars). 
The total benefit (Qtotal) was calculated by adding up the estimations of monetized benefits and 
costs of CO2 emissions and delay as shown in equation (11): 

Qtotal = QCO2 + Qdelay                                                              (11) 
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3.7. Simulation Model Development 
 
A set of simulation models that was used to collect data was developed using a microscopic 
traffic simulation software, VISSIM. This section describes the specifications of the developed 
simulation models, such as geometry configurations, intersection control principles, traffic signal 
phases and timing plans, model calibration efforts and the simulation settings. 
 
3.7.1 Geometry Configuration of Simulation Testbed 
 
The number of lanes and inclusion of a left-turn bay of each approach were determined by 
following the HCM guidelines (TRB, 2010). Figure 4 shows intersection geometry 
configurations utilized in this report. As shown in Figure 4, different geometry configurations 
were used for different traffic volume scenarios and intersection control types, instead of 
applying an identical intersection geometry to all control types. This design aligns with the 
scenario the research was conducted based on which is planning level. At planning level, the 
intersection geometries should always ensure that all control types operate at their best 
performance. Details on the geometry design for each intersection control type is provided in the 
following sections. 
 
In the case of the stop-controlled intersection model, the intersection lane configuration was 
determined based on the traffic volume combinations of the major street and the minor street 
using Table 1 of the HCM guidelines (TRB, 2010). The exclusive left-turn lane was provided 
when the left-turn volume was greater than 150 veh/hr so the impact of major-street left turns on 
delay becomes noticeable (Roess et al., 2011). Exclusive right-turn lane was not considered, 
since right-turn vehicles from a major road do not impose a critical impact on the operation of 
stop-controlled intersections as they mostly do not conflict with vehicles from other directions 
(Roess et al., 2011). 
 
As to the signalized intersection model, the intersection lane configuration was determined with 
the strategy to have the maximum total critical-lane volumes to remain acceptable level in 
reference to Table 2 of the HCM (TRB, 2010). The provision of a left-turn lane for each 
approach was determined based on the equation (12) or equation (13) of the HCM guidelines 
(TRB, 2010): 

 200 veh/hr                                                                (12) 

	 ∗  50,000                                                 (13) 

where  is left-turn flow rate (veh/hr), v_0 is opposing through movement flow rate (veh/hr), 
and N_0 is the number of lanes for opposing through movement. The exclusive right-turn lanes 
were not provided for the traffic signal control cases as well, since the right-turn volumes used in 
this study were not so significant to impede the intersection operations. 
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Figure 4  Intersection geometry configuration (Top: stop-controlled intersection; Middle: 
signal controlled intersection; Bottom: roundabout configuration) 
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Table 1 Guidelines for Number of Lanes at Stop-Controlled Approaches (TRB, 2010) 
Total Volume on  

Minor Approach (veh/hr) 
Total Volume on Major Street (veh/hr) 

500 1,000 1,500 2,000 
100 1 lane 1 lane 1 lane 2 lanes 
200 1 lane 1 lane 2 lanes NA 
300 1 lane 2 lanes 2 lanes NA 
400 1 lane 2 lanes NA NA 
500 2 lanes NA NA NA 
600 2 lanes NA NA NA 
700 2 lanes NA NA NA 
800 2 lanes NA NA NA 

Not including multiway STOP-controlled intersections. 
NA = STOP control probably not appropriate for these volumes. 

 
Table 2 Maximum Total Critical-Lane Volumes for a Typical Signalized Intersection 

(TRB, 2010) 
Cycle Length 

(sec) 
Number of Phases 

2 3 4 
30        1,015            831           646  
40        1,108            969           831  
50        1,163         1,052           942  
60        1,200         1,108        1,015  
70        1,226         1,147        1,068  
80        1,246         1,177        1,108  
90        1,262         1,200        1,138  
100        1,274         1,218        1,163  
110        1,284         1,234        1,183  
120        1,292         1,246        1,200  

 
In case of the roundabout simulation model, a mini roundabout which is often used in the low-
speed urban environments (e.g., average operating speeds of 35 mph or less) was used. It should 
be noted that no official design guideline for roundabout is currently provided (FHWA, 2000). 
Thus the geometry configurations of a roundabout for each traffic volume scenario were 
determined by the simple logic by considering the road capacity and the maximum flow rate.   
The VISSIM testbed networks were presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 shows the 
intersection networks used for stop-control and traffic signal control. Figure 6 shows the mini 
roundabout networks used in this report. In Figure 5, the red lines represent the locations of stop 
bars for either stop sign or the traffic signal. 
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Figure 5 VISSIM network for stop control and traffic signal control 
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Figure 6 VISSIM network for roundabout 
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3.7.2 Intersection Control Principles and Plans 
 
As noted, the scope of this report was limited to the four types of intersection control: 2WSC, 
4WSC, traffic signal control, and a roundabout. In this section, the principles and scheme of each 
intersection control type that were incorporated into the simulation models are reviewed.  
 
In the 2WSC intersections, the right-of-way among conflicting streams was assigned in a way 
that the major streets had higher priority over the minor streets. Also, the through movements 
and right-turn movements were given higher priority over the left-turn movements. In the 4WSC 
intersection, the first-come-first-serve rule was applied. The motorist arrives later at the 
intersection was set to yield to the motorists who arrived before him or her.  
 
As to the traffic signal control, the fully-actuated traffic signal controllers were used. The fully-
actuated traffic signal controllers are featured by the detectors installed on all approaches of 
intersection, which allows rapid responses to the fluctuating traffic demands. The traffic signal 
phasing and timing plans were calculated using the HCM procedure (TRB, 2010). Various traffic 
signal phasing and timing plans were applied among different traffic volume scenarios 
depending on the geometry configurations and traffic volumes. For example, depending on the 
availability of exclusive left-turn lanes, the phasing scheme was determined as either 2- or 3-
phase scheme, and the timing plan was calculated based on the traffic volume of each approach. 
The 3-phase scheme used in this report is shown in Figure 7. The protected left-turn phase was 
implemented on the major street approach, which was followed by the leading green of the 
direction of the heavier left-turn flow and a through phase. Such phasing scheme provides much 
flexibility by allowing for the left-turn phase to be optional and be skipped in any cycle. 
 

 
Figure 7  Three-phase signal phasing scheme for fully actuated control 

 
In a roundabout system, the entering vehicles were modeled to yield to the vehicles in the 
circulating lane until they find acceptable gaps to enter. Once entering the roundabout, stops or 
lane changes were not allowed until they escaped the circulating lane. For the scenarios that 
required two lanes for the roundabouts, drivers were modeled to choose their lanes according to 
their turn movements at the intersection. The vehicles that were intended to execute through 
movements or right-turns were modeled to enter the roundabout through the right lane, and those 
who were intended to execute left-turns or U-turns were modeled to enter the roundabout 
through the left lane. 
 
3.7.3 Calibration of the Simulation Models 
 
The simulation models were calibrated to appropriately replicate driving behaviors in the real 
world. The saturation flow rate was determined by adopting the calibration measurement of 
1,830 veh/hr. By adjusting the parameters of the Wiedemann 99 car following model (i.e., 
average standstill distance, additive part and multiple part), a saturation flow rate of 1,830 veh/h 
was achieved as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Calibration of VISSIM Model 
Parameter Value 

Average standstill distance 7.5 
Additive part (CC4) 3 
Multiple part (CC5) 4 
Calibrated headway (sec) 1.96 
Calibrated saturation flow rate (veh/hr) 1830 

 
The mini-roundabout models developed by the research group of Lochrane et al. were adopted 
which were well-calibrated under the urban areas context. Detailed information about the 
calibration efforts can be found in the previous paper (Lochrane et al., 2013).   
 
3.7.4 Simulation Setup 
The simulation-based data collections were performed within the half-mile-long segments for all 
approaches from the center of the intersection. To ensure the simulation data were collected from 
a stable network condition, the 300-second warm-up time was executed in advance of the 3600-
second evaluation period. The relative flow of right-turn, through and left-turn traffic were 
assigned as 15%, 70% and 15%, respectively (Wang, 2007). 
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4. Analysis and Findings 
 
Figure 8 presents the estimated hourly CO2 emissions (kg) of each type of intersection controls. 
The results were presented as a collection of bar charts under varying traffic volumes cases. 
Within each cell, the emissions of all four control types for a particular volume condition are 
demonstrated. Based on this results, Type I and Type II environmentally sustainable signal 
warrants were developed.   
 

 

Figure 8 Comparisons of CO2 emission 
 
Figure 9 shows the Type I environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant. The noticeable 
differences between the Type 1 signal warrant and the baseline signal warrant in Figure 2  were 
found in the cases associated with the intermediate-to-high major traffic volumes (e.g., 1,000-
2,000 veh/hr) with the intermediate minor traffic volumes (e.g., 600 veh/hr), where the emission-
based warrant did not warrant a traffic signal control while the baseline warrant did. This implied 
that as long as the minor street volume remained moderate, 2WSC was capable to effectively 
reduce the unnecessary stops and emissions compared to traffic signal control. In addition, even 
though the existing baseline warrant did not explicitly distinguish between 2WSC and 4WSC in 
terms of mobility, Type I warrant showed that 2WSC outperformed 4WSC in terms of CO2 
emissions with statistical significance at 95% confidence level. This finding suggests that 
engineers and practitioners should incline to use 2WSC when both stop control types are 
showing similar mobility performances. Furthermore, in the scenario of (200, 200), the CO2 
emissions showed no significant difference among the three intersection control types. 
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Figure 9 Type I environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant 

 
Table 4 provided the comparisons analysis between the Type I environmentally sustainable 
traffic signal warrant and the baseline MUTCD signal warrant. Based on the assumptions and 
facts presented in the section 2.6, the national annual reductions in CO2 emissions and total 
delay were 110 T-kg and 3.6 million hours, respectively, as shown in Table 6. Such 
improvements in traffic delays and emissions were monetized as 41.4 billion dollars per year. 
According to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the annual CO2 emissions from on-
road vehicles is about 1,540 T-kg (US EPA, 2014), thus the implementation of Type I traffic 
signal warrant would reduce CO2 emissions by 7.2%. The results further prove that delay is not 
always associated with emission. Take two volume conditions as an example ((800,800) and 
(1000,800)). In this example, lower delay is associated with higher emission. This is because 
drivers on the side street (controlled by 2-way stop sign) wait for a longer time compared to 
higher volume condition (controlled by signal) which drives average delay up. However, for stop 
sign controlled intersection, both main street and side street experience less speed variation 
which leads to less fuel consumption and emission. 
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Table 4 Comparison between MUTCD and Type 1 Warrant (CO2 Emissions and Total 
Delay) 

Traffic Volumes 
 (veh/hr) 

Existing MUTCD Warrant CO2 based Signal Warrant Change Rate (%) 

Major 
St.  

Minor 
St.  

Control Type 
CO2  

Emissions 
(kg) 

Delay 
(hr) 

Control 
Type 

CO2  
Emissions 

(kg) 

Delay 
(hr) 

CO2  
Emissions 

Delay 

200 200 Stop Control 66.6 0.5 All types 66.6 0.5 0 0 
400 200 Stop Control 97.8 0.6 2WSC 97.8 0.6 0 0 
400 400 Stop Control 133.6 1.3 2WSC 133.6 1.3 0 0 
600 200 Stop Control 129.3 0.7 2WSC 129.3 0.7 0 0 
600 400 Stop Control 165.5 1.5 2WSC 165.5 1.5 0 0 
600 600 Stop Control 150.4 1.8 2WSC 150.4 1.8 0 0 
800 200 Stop Control 160.5 0.7 2WSC 160.5 0.7 0 0 
800 400 Stop Control 197.4 1.7 2WSC 197.4 1.7 0 0 
800 600 Signal 216.2 4.1 2WSC 193.0 2.7 -11 -35 
800 800 Signal 255.9 5.0 2WSC 176.6 6.1 -31 24 

1000 200 Stop Control 138.7 0.9 2WSC 138.7 0.9 0 0 
1000 400 Stop Control 131.8 1.1 2WSC 131.8 1.1 0 0 
1000 600 Signal 242.9 4.6 2WSC 213.8 2.4 -12 -48 
1000 800 Signal 284.5 5.9 Signal 284.5 5.9 0 0 
1000 1000 Signal 364.4 6.9 Signal 364.4 6.9 0 0 
1200 200 Stop Control 139.8 0.6 2WSC 139.8 0.6 0 0 
1200 400 Stop Control 175.9 1.4 2WSC 175.9 1.4 0 0 
1200 600 Signal 268.8 5.3 2WSC 176.5 3.9 -34 -27 
1200 800 Signal 363.1 7.1 Signal 363.1 7.1 0 0 
1200 1000 Signal 407.2 8.7 Signal 407.2 8.7 0 0 
1400 200 Stop Control 180.0 0.8 2WSC 180.0 0.8 0 0 
1400 400 Stop Control 162.0 1.9 2WSC 162.0 1.9 0 0 
1400 600 Signal 329.7 14.7 2WSC 193.8 4.1 -41 -72 
1400 800 Signal 411.0 11.2 Signal 411.0 11.2 0 0 
1400 1000 Signal 458.5 13.4 Signal 458.5 13.4 0 0 
1600 200 Stop Control 157.8 0.8 2WSC 157.8 0.8 0 0 
1600 400 Stop Control 207.0 1.8 2WSC 207.0 1.8 0 0 
1600 600 Signal 408.5 11.0 2WSC 250.2 6.6 -39 -40 
1600 800 Signal 454.6 13.2 Signal 454.6 13.2 0 0 
1600 1000 Signal 504.8 15.8 Signal 504.8 15.8 0 0 
1800 200 Stop Control 165.1 0.8 2WSC 165.1 0.8 0 0 
1800 400 Stop Control 193.1 2.1 2WSC 193.1 2.1 0 0 
1800 600 Signal 453.0 13.1 2WSC 278.2 7.8 -39 -40 
1800 800 Signal 496.9 15.0 Signal 496.9 15.0 0 0 
1800 1000 Signal 538.6 17.1 Signal 538.6 17.1 0 0 
2000 200 Stop Control 210.7 0.9 2WSC 210.7 0.9 0 0 
2000 400 Stop Control 209.6 2.8 2WSC 209.6 2.8 0 0 
2000 600 Signal 507.6 15.5 2WSC 362.0 11.8 -29 -24 
2000 800 Signal 531.1 16.2 Signal 531.1 16.2 0 0 
2000 1000 Signal 582.6 19.1 Signal 582.6 19.1 0 0 

Total 11,252.4 247.7  - 10,414.0  219.8  -235.2 -261.9 

 
Figure 10 shows the Type II environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant which includes 
roundabout in addition to the 2WSC, 4WSC and traffic signal control. As shown in Figure 10, 
the roundabout control was suggested when traffic volumes from both major street and minor 
street were in the similar levels. In contrast, the roundabout control was observed less eco-
friendly than 2WSC when traffic volumes between the major and minor streets were unbalanced 
(e.g., high volumes at the major street and the low volumes at the minor streets). The reason for 
the increase in the CO2 emissions lies on the smoother and faster traffic flow within the 
circulating lane of the roundabout. When the traffic volume from the major street was high, it 
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took longer for the entering vehicles to find a gap within the circulating traffic. Thus, higher 
idling time spent for the waiting vehicles resulted in higher total CO2 emissions. For the cases of 
the similar traffic volumes from major and minor streets, the constant interventions of the 
vehicles entering from both streets helped reduce the average speed of circulating traffic flow 
and allowed the entering vehicles to easily find gaps to enter. In addition, the roundabout control 
reduced mandatory stops at intersections and allowed smoother driving with less speed variations 
that resulted in CO2 emissions reductions. 
 

 
Figure 10 Type II environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant. 

 
Table 5 provides the comparison analysis between the Type II environmentally sustainable 
traffic signal warrant and the baseline traffic signal warrant. As shown in Table 6, the estimated 
annual national reductions in both CO2 emissions and the delay were 211.7 T-kg and 20.6 
million hours, respectively. Such improvements in traffic delays and emissions were monetized 
as 214.7 billion dollars per year. Given the annual CO2 emissions from on-road vehicles is 1,540 
T-kg (US EPA, 2014) in the US, the implementation of Type II traffic signal warrant resulted in 
about 13.8% of reductions in CO2 emissions. 
 
Overall, the results showed that both Type I and Type II warrants improved both emissions and 
mobility over the current existing practice when they were implemented. This observation was 
consistent with the several previous studies (Ardekani and Williams, 1996; Saka, 1993; Quan et 
al., 2011). Both studies demonstrated that the current practice of MUTCD traffic signal control 
do not optimize mobility for some traffic volume cases, and it is inclined toward a traffic signal 
control. 
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Table 5 Comparison between MUTCD and Type 2 Warrant (CO2 Emissions and Total 
Delay) 

Traffic Volumes 
 (veh/hr) 

Existing MUTCD Warrant CO2 based Signal Warrant Change Rate (%) 

Major 
St.  

Minor 
St.  

Control Type 
CO2  

Emissions 
(kg) 

Delay 
(hr) 

Control 
Type 

CO2  
Emissions 

(kg) 

Delay 
(hr) 

CO2  
Emissions 

Delay 

200 200 Stop Control 66.6 0.5 Roundabout 63.7 0.1 -4 -76 
400 200 Stop Control 97.8 0.6 Roundabout 93.6 0.3 -4 -56 
400 400 Stop Control 133.6 1.3 Roundabout 126.0 0.5 -6 -63 
600 200 Stop Control 129.3 0.7 Roundabout 126.6 0.6 -2 -16 
600 400 Stop Control 165.5 1.5 Roundabout 159.6 0.9 -4 -40 
600 600 Stop Control 150.4 1.8 2WSC 150.4 1.8 0 0 
800 200 Stop Control 160.5 0.7 2WSC 160.5 0.7 0 0 
800 400 Stop Control 197.4 1.7 Roundabout 193.1 1.6 -2 -8 
800 600 Signal 216.2 4.1 2WSC 193.0 2.7 -11 -35 
800 800 Signal 255.9 5.0 2WSC 176.6 6.1 -31 24 

1000 200 Stop Control 138.7 0.9 2WSC 138.7 0.9 0 0 
1000 400 Stop Control 131.8 1.1 2WSC 131.8 1.1 0 0 
1000 600 Signal 242.9 4.6 2WSC 213.8 2.4 -12 -48 
1000 800 Signal 284.5 5.9 Roundabout 304.3 1.1 7 -81 
1000 1000 Signal 364.4 6.9 Roundabout 339.8 1.8 -7 -74 
1200 200 Stop Control 139.8 0.6 2WSC 139.8 0.6 0 0 
1200 400 Stop Control 175.9 1.4 2WSC 175.9 1.4 0 0 
1200 600 Signal 268.8 5.3 2WSC 176.5 3.9 -34 -27 
1200 800 Signal 363.1 7.1 Roundabout 338.1 2.2 -7 -69 
1200 1000 Signal 407.2 8.7 Roundabout 373.1 3.1 -8 -64 
1400 200 Stop Control 180.0 0.8 2WSC 180.0 0.8 0 0 
1400 400 Stop Control 162.0 1.9 2WSC 162.0 1.9 0 0 
1400 600 Signal 329.7 14.7 2WSC 193.8 4.1 -41 -72 
1400 800 Signal 411.0 11.2 Roundabout 378.2 2.9 -8 -74 
1400 1000 Signal 458.5 13.4 Roundabout 415.5 4.3 -9 -68 
1600 200 Stop Control 157.8 0.8 2WSC 157.8 0.8 0 0 
1600 400 Stop Control 207.0 1.8 2WSC 207.0 1.8 0 0 
1600 600 Signal 408.5 11.0 2WSC 250.2 6.6 -39 -40 
1600 800 Signal 454.6 13.2 Roundabout 398.3 2.7 -12 -79 
1600 1000 Signal 504.8 15.8 Roundabout 436.0 4.4 -14 -72 
1800 200 Stop Control 165.1 0.8 2WSC 165.1 0.8 0 0 
1800 400 Stop Control 193.1 2.1 2WSC 193.1 2.1 0 0 
1800 600 Signal 453.0 13.1 2WSC 278.2 7.8 -39 -40 
1800 800 Signal 496.9 15.0 Roundabout 434.3 3.6 -13 -76 
1800 1000 Signal 538.6 17.1 Roundabout 473.0 5.5 -12 -68 
2000 200 Stop Control 210.7 0.9 2WSC 210.7 0.9 0 0 
2000 400 Stop Control 209.6 2.8 2WSC 209.6 2.8 0 0 
2000 600 Signal 507.6 15.5 2WSC 362.0 11.8 -29 -24 
2000 800 Signal 531.1 16.2 Roundabout 470.1 3.9 -11 -76 
2000 1000 Signal 582.6 19.1 Roundabout 511.1 6.8 -12 -64 

Total 11,252.4 247.7 - 9860.8  110.2  -364.3 -1386.9 

 
Table 6 Estimation of National Annual Reduction and Monetization Analysis 

Measure 
Type 1 Traffic Signal Warrant Type 2 Traffic Signal Warrant 

National Annual Reduction Monetized Value National Annual Reduction Monetized Value 

CO2 
emissions 

 110,159,226,792 kg   $            4,843,827,434  211,780,176,192 kg  $            9,312,217,026 

Delay  3,673,438,898 hrs  $           36,587,451,428  20,623,854,938 hrs  $        205,413,595,186 

Total   $           41,431,278,862   $        214,725,812,213 
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5. Conclusions 
 
With the concerns over the GHG emissions associated with the surface transportation, the 
environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrant is essential to provide guidelines in making 
decisions about control types at intersections. In this report, a proof of concept research was 
conducted to demonstrate difference in traffic signal warrant when CO2 emissions criterion was 
adopted.  
 
Two types of environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrants were developed: Type I warrant 
where 2WSC, 4WSC and traffic signal control were included, whereas Type II warrant 
additionally considered roundabout. The results confirmed that the proposed emissions-oriented 
traffic signal warrants were significantly different from the current mobility-oriented traffic 
signal warrant and were superior in terms of emissions with the statistical significance. The 
evaluations of the two types of proposed warrants revealed the following key findings: 

• The environmentally sustainable traffic signal warrants were significantly different 
from the current MUTCD traffic signal warrant. This implied that better mobility did 
not always equate the less emissions. The statistically significant discrepancies were 
observed in cases of intermediate-to-high major street volume (1,000 − 2,000 veh/hr) 
for major streets with intermediate minor-street volumes (600 veh/hr) for minor 
streets. In those cases, 2-way stop control was eco-friendlier than traffic signal 
control, as opposed to the fact that the mobility-based traffic signal warrant 
recommended the traffic signal control.  

• Type I warrant reduced both CO2 emissions and delay by 110 T-kg and 3.6 million 
hours per calendar year, respectively. This was equal to the monetary savings of $ 
41.4 billion per year in the US. 

• Type II warrant reduced both CO2 emissions and delay by 211.7 T-kg and 20.6 
million hours per calendar year, respectively. This was equal to a total monetary 
savings of $ 214.7 billion per year in the US.  

• Roundabout was a promising eco-friendly intersection control. Roundabout 
performed the best when traffic flows were balanced between major and minor 
streets.  

• 2WSC was eco-friendlier than 4WSC. Contrary to the current MUTCD warrant 
where the two types of stop controls were not differentiated, 2WSC significantly 
outperformed 4WSC in terms of emissions. This implied that, even when the 
mobility-oriented warrant was adopted, choosing 2WSC was advised over 4WSC.   

 
6. Recommendations 
 
The guideline warrant provided in this report is derived under generalized conditions. Therefore, 
practitioner should use with caution when apply this warrant to their local intersections. It is 
recommended that a calibration of the warrant should be conducted before implementation using 
local traffic data. In addition, the proposed warrants are developed based on simulation data. It 
has been pointed out that simulation based trajectory data may not always be consistent with the 
real world condition (Hallmark et al., 1999; Hao et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2013). The accuracy of 
the proposed warrant can be further improved with calibration using local field data. 
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Finally, the proposed emission-based traffic signal warrants can be improved by considering 
additional factors that can affect CO2 emissions. For example, driving behaviors by different 
regions, market penetration rates of hybrid/electric vehicles associated with distinctive emissions 
mechanisms, and the unique driving patterns of vehicles equipped with emerging driving 
assistance technologies. In addition, the proposed signal warrants are only applicable to the 
planning level applications when intersection geometry configuration changes according to 
control type. Additional guidelines of traffic signal warrant could be developed for post-
construction phase when intersection geometry is a fixed given fact. 
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1. Problem 
 
The traditional goal of optimizing traffic signal cycle length usually focuses on minimizing 
vehicle delay and increasing throughput at the intersection.  The classic method is designed by 
the British researcher, Webster, who developed the optimum cycle length formulation that 
approximates the necessary signal timings to minimize vehicle delay (Webster, 1958), as seen in 
Equation (1). This formulation has been used in traffic analysis for years and is still one of the 
prevailing methodologies to determine the optimum cycle length. 
 

                                                      	
.

                                                                      (1) 

Here, Copt is the cycle length that minimizes vehicle delay (s); L is the total lost time per cycle 
(s); and Y is the sum of the critical group flow ratios based on the phasing scheme. 
 
With the development of the transportation system, traffic demand has increased rapidly.  
According to the National Transportation Statistics, the total number of vehicles in the United 
States reached 250 million in 2012 (USDOT and BTS, 2015). These vehicles consume a large 
portion of the oil (nearly 70% of U.S oil consumption) and have a large impact on the 
environment. According to a report by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), the transportation sector in the United States accounts for approximately 28% of the 
country’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, making it the second largest source of emissions 
next to electricity (EPA, 2014).  
 
To alleviate the pollution problem generated by vehicles, numerous research efforts have been 
conducted focusing on air pollution generated by the transportation system.  These efforts 
included the impact of vehicle acceleration/deceleration levels, vehicle characteristics, and route 
choice effects on vehicle emissions (Ahn et al., 2009, Ahn and Rakha, 2008, Ahn et al., 2004a, 
Ahn et al., 2002a, Ahn et al., 2002b, Rakha et al., 2004a, Rakha et al., 2012). Eisele et al. (Eisele 
et al., 2014) developed a method to determine the carbon dioxide emissions and fuel 
consumption caused by congestion and found that 56 billion pounds of additional CO2 were 
produced because of the lower speeds under congested conditions.   
 
As a key element in the urban transportation network, signal controlled intersections will 
inevitably create speed variations and stops for some of the vehicles. Frey et al. (Frey et al., 
2001) confirmed that the speed variations and stops cause variability in on-road emissions, in an 
effort that conducted experiments to evaluate pollution prevention strategies for on-road 
vehicles. Chen and Yu furthered this research by analyzing the relationship between 
instantaneous emissions/fuel consumption rates and instantaneous speed/acceleration using the 
VISSIM microsimulation software (Chen and Yu, 2007).  Rakha and Ding noted that vehicle fuel 
consumption rates are sensitive to vehicle stops, but in some rare cases can be more sensitive to, 
or mostly affected by, cruise-speed levels if the stops entail very mild accelerations. However, a 
vehicle stop, representing a vehicle’s acceleration and deceleration level, is affected by to vehicle 
emission rates (Rakha and Ding, 2003). At signalized intersections, the traffic signals force 
vehicles to slow down, stop, and accelerate. Significant amounts of emissions are generated due 
to the variations in vehicle speeds. Consequently, one effective solution to decrease the 
emissions generated by vehicles is to optimize their trajectory passing through an intersection. 
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To accomplish this goal, one can carefully design the signal timings at intersections such that the 
percentage of vehicles that can drive through intersections with only necessarily minimum 
acceleration/deceleration and stops. Indeed, traffic signal optimization has been a research topic 
of numerous previous studies.  In previous research that aimed at optimizing traffic signal 
timing, different objective functions are adopted. Some tried to minimize delays, some focused 
on minimizing the number of vehicle stops and delay, and others tried to maximize the 
throughput minus queue length (Stevanovic et al., 2009, Li and Gan, 1999, Stevanovic et al., 
2011, Hajbabaie and Benekohal, 2013, Abu-Lebdeh and Benekohal, 2000, Dion et al., 2004). 
However, limited research has focused on optimizing signal timing specifically for the purpose 
of minimizing vehicle emissions, though previous research studied emissions related to 
intersections. Papson et al. used MOVES to study the pollution at intersections and confirmed in 
their study that emissions are much less sensitive to congestion than control delay. They 
concluded that by modifying control strategies at intersections, vehicle emissions could be 
significantly reduced (Papson et al., 2012). Hallmark et al. (Hallmark et al., 2011) used a 
Portable Emission Measurement System (PEMS) to study emissions along two parallel corridors 
that had similar traffic demands and concluded that under congested conditions, roundabouts can 
result in higher emissions.  Signal controlled intersection and stop sign controlled intersections 
both performed better in terms of pollution control.  Pulter et al. (Pulter et al., 2011) compared 
the results of their agent-based control mechanism at intersections with a static signal control and 
concluded that their model can save up to 26% of fuel consumption. Li et al. (Li et al., 2004) 
created an index to evaluate the performance of signal timing in terms of traffic quality and 
emissions and illustrated one example intersection in Nanjing, China. Lv and Zhang (Lv and 
Zhang, 2012) used VISSIM and MOVES jointly to quantify the effects of traffic signal 
coordination on emissions and found that increased cycle length will generate longer delay but 
not significantly more stops and emissions. The study demonstrated that an increased platoon 
ratio will help with the emission reduction. Madireddy et al. concluded that by using a 
coordinated signal control scheme, a reduction of 10% in emissions was achievable (Madireddy 
et al., 2011).  Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2014) integrated VISSIM and SUMO to optimize traffic 
signals.  They found that there are apparent trade-offs between the goal of mobility and 
sustainability. Li et al. (Li et al., 2011) studied the emissions at isolated intersections and found 
that the goal of decreasing delays at intersections and reducing emissions is not simply 
equivalent.  Delays at intersections will increase if the number of vehicle stops are reduced, 
which will help to decrease the pollution at intersections.  Liao, one of the few researchers 
conducting research on optimization of signal timing plans for the purpose of decreasing 
emissions and fuel consumption levels (Liao, 2013), considered fuel-based signal optimization 
based on a model composed of a description of the fuel consumption and defined stochastic 
effects of vehicle movements which consume excess fuel. She compared her model with the 
results using Webster’s model as well as TRANSYT 7F and Synchro and found that her 
approach reduced fuel consumption levels by up to 40%.   
 
The research discussed above indicated that: 1) Emissions of vehicles might be reduced with 
improved traffic control; 2) It is feasible to decrease the fuel consumption and emission levels 
through optimizing traffic signal timing plans at intersections; 3) The optimum signal timing for 
minimizing delays is not necessarily identical with the timing plans that aim at minimizing 
pollutions.  Modifying signal timing in terms of pollution control is not only possible but also 
effective since no major construction of change of the infrastructure is needed.  With the 
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advanced microscopic traffic simulation software and a better understanding of vehicle 
dynamics, it is now possible to develop a formulation that seeks to move vehicles more fuel 
efficiently by minimizing emissions and fuel consumption levels at signalized intersections. 
 
2. Approach 
 
The goal of this research is to develop an analytic formulation to approximate an optimum cycle 
length that minimizes the delay, energy consumption and hydrocarbon (HC), carbon monoxide 
(CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and carbon dioxide (CO2) at an isolated intersection. At the 
same time, the research compares the traffic signal timing settings that minimize delays and the 
optimum traffic timing recommendations made by Webster.  
 
In terms of the paper organization, initially the research background is presented. Subsequently, 
the methodology used in the study is described. The results from the simulation are then 
analyzed, where the INTEGRATION results are presented. The optimum cycle length is then 
investigated and regression models are fit to develop an analytical formulation to calculate the 
optimum cycle length for various demand levels and lost times. The final section presents the 
conclusions of the study. 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The majority of the research discussed in the literature review section integrated two simulation 
software, namely: a microscopic traffic simulation software and an emission software (Lv and 
Zhang, 2012, Ma et al., 2014, Madireddy et al., 2011).  They usually used vehicle trajectories 
generated by the simulation software as inputs to the emission software.  Alternatively, this study 
uses the INTEGRATION (Van Aerde and Rakha, 2013b, Van Aerde and Rakha, 2013a), a 
microscopic traffic simulation software that incorporates the VT-Micro fuel consumption and 
emission model to estimate and output the fuel consumption and emission estimates directly 
without the need to post process the data. The INTEGRATION software is a microscopic traffic 
assignment and simulation software that was developed in the late 1980s and continues to be 
developed (Van Aerde and Yagar, 1988, Aerde and Rakha, 2007b, Aerde and Rakha, 2007a) It 
was conceived as an integrated simulation and traffic assignment model and performs traffic 
simulations by tracking the movement of individual vehicles every 1/10th of a second. This 
allows detailed analysis of lane-changing movements and shock wave propagations. It also 
permits considerable flexibility in representing spatial and temporal variations in traffic 
conditions. In addition to estimating stops and delays (Dion et al., 2004, Rakha et al., 2001a), the 
model can also estimate the fuel consumed by individual vehicles and the emissions emitted 
(Ahn et al., 2004b, Rakha et al., 2004b). Finally, the model also estimates the expected number 
of vehicle crashes using a time-based crash prediction model (A. Avgoustis et al., 2004). The 
INTEGRATION software uses the Rakha-Pasumarthy-Adjerid (RPA) car-following model to 
replicate vehicular longitudinal motion. The RPA model is composed of a steady-state first-order 
model (fundamental diagram), collision avoidance constraints, and vehicle acceleration 
constraints. The vehicle acceleration and collision avoidance constraints reverts the model from a 
first-order to a second-order traffic stream model. This model requires four parameters for 
calibration to local driver behavior. The INTEGRATION software incorporates a variable power 
model that computes the vehicle’s tractive effort, aerodynamic, rolling, and grade-resistance 
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forces (Rakha et al., 2001b, Rakha and Lucic, 2002). The INTEGRATION model has not only 
been validated against standard traffic flow theory (Rakha et al., 2001a, Dion et al., 2004, Rakha 
and Crowther, 2003, Rakha and Crowther, 2002), but also has been utilized for the evaluation of 
large-scale real-life applications (Rakha, 1990, Rakha et al., 1998, Rakha et al., 2005). The 
INTEGRATION lane-changing logic was described and validated against field data in an earlier 
publication (Rakha and Zhang, 2004). Furthermore, Zhang and Rakha (Rakha and Zhang, 2006) 
demonstrated the validity of the INTEGRATION software for estimating the capacity of 
weaving sections by comparing to field observed weaving section capacities. 
 
The following assumptions and scenarios were made in conducting the traffic simulations in 
INTEGRATION: 

• All vehicle movements were assumed to be straight through only to avoid the need to 
consider permissive movements; 

• Approach speeds were set at 56 km/h (35 mph) because this is typical of arterial road 
facilities; 

• The base saturation flow rates for all approaches were set at 1800 veh/h/lane, given 
that this is typical of arterial road facilities; 

• The jam density for all approaches was set at 167 veh/km/lane, given that this is 
typical considering the vehicle length of vehicles; 

• The length of the approach links were assumed to be 1,000 meters so that queues did 
not spillback beyond the entrance points; 

• The lost time was controlled by varying the interphase times (yellow and all-red). 
• The traffic demand was generated to be totally random (i.e. the inter-vehicle 

headways followed a negative exponential distribution).  For this study, the 
composition of the vehicles is assumed to be 100% PC; 

• Variability in driver car-following behavior was modeled considering a speed 
variability coefficient of variation of 10 percent based on empirical observations 
(Farzaneh and Rakha, 2006b, Farzaneh and Rakha, 2006a). 

 
In conducting the analysis, a series of traffic simulations were created to model a wide range of 
cycle lengths, traffic demand levels, and lost times. Table 1 demonstrates the range of parameters 
that were explored in the study resulting in a total of 1,224 simulation runs that were executed 
(17×9×8).   
 

Table 1. Simulation Experimental Design 
Parameters Values 

Cycle Length (s) 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180 

Total Lost Time (s) 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 

Demand (veh/h) 360, 540, 720, 900, 1080, 1260, 1440, 1620 

 
In order to determine how much green time should be allocated to each phase, the green time 
was distributed in proportion to the critical phase y-ratios for the critical lane groups (Mannering 
and Washburn, 2013). A 20-second cycle length was selected as the lower limit to model 
minimum green timings appropriate for pedestrian crossings. A 180-second cycle was selected as 
the maximum limit to model the maximum timings accepted by drivers. The results of each 
simulation run were then used to determine the optimum cycle length for all measures of 
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effectiveness (delay, fuel consumption and vehicle emissions). The following summarizes the 
procedure adopted to conduct the analysis: 

1. Create the input files and parameters. 
a. Load the traffic demands in Table 2 for 1800 seconds and set the simulation 

time to 3600 seconds to ensure that all vehicles clear the network by the 
conclusion of the simulation. 

b. Vary the cycle length from 20 to 180 seconds in increments of 10 seconds.   
c. Vary the lost time per phase from 3 to 7 seconds at increments of 0.5 seconds. 

2. Export the results of each simulation. 
3. Create the following plots for each demand, with a series for each total lost time: 

a. Fuel Consumption (liters) vs. Cycle Length (seconds) 
b. HC (grams) vs. Cycle Length (seconds) 
c. CO (grams) vs. Cycle Length (seconds) 
d. NOx (grams) vs. Cycle Length (seconds) 
e. CO2 (grams) vs. Cycle Length (seconds) 

4. Identify the cycle length associated with the minimum delay, fuel consumed, HC, 
CO, NOx, and CO2 values of each demand level. Identify the optimum cycle length 
for each total lost time. 

5. Perform a linear regression analysis to re-calibrate the Webster parameters and 
develop a new optimum cycle length formulation.  Details of the regression analysis 
will be described in a later section in the paper.   
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4. Analysis and Findings 
 
4.1. Simulation Results 
 
This section presents the results of the INTEGRATION simulations and the development of the 
optimum cycle length equation associated with minimizing delay, fuel consumption, and 
emission levels. The variation of cycle lengths with an increase in vehicle demand was presented 
for the fuel consumed and tailpipe emissions results of each simulation. Figure 1 through Figure 
5 demonstrate the INTEGRATION simulation results. Table 3 and Table 4 list the corresponding 
numeric output of the simulations.  One noteworthy observation from the results is that the 
Webster optimum cycle lengths is not in accordance with the optimum cycle lengths for 
minimizing tailpipe emissions.  Typically, the Webster optimum cycle lengths are shorter than 
the optimum cycle lengths identified by simulation when the volume is low. The discrepancy 
decreases when the demand increases.  This difference will be further explored in the next 
section. 
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Figure 1. INTEGRATION Fuel Consumption Results 
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Figure 2. INTEGRATION Hydrocarbon Results 
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Figure 3. INTEGRATION Carbon Monoxide Results 
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Figure 4. INTEGRATION Nitrogen Oxides Results 
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Figure 5. INTEGRATION Carbon Dioxide Results 
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Table 2. V/S Flow Ratios 
Demand EB WB NB SB 

1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 
5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 
7 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.2 
8 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 
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Table 3. Optimum Cycle Length (s) for Different Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) (L = 6 
to 10 s) 

 Demand 
(veh/h) 

Y  
(Σ critical v/s) 

Webster-
Cobbe 

Delay Fuel CO2 CO HC NOx 

L
 =

 6
 s

 

360 0.2 18 22 32 32 172 172 172 
540 0.3 20 22 42 42 162 162 172 
720 0.4 23 22 52 32 162 162 162 
900 0.5 28 22 62 42 172 172 172 

1080 0.6 35 32 62 42 182 182 182 
1260 0.7 47 32 82 52 182 182 182 
1440 0.8 70 52 102 72 172 172 172 
1620 0.9 140 82 132 132 172 172 172 

L
 =

 7
 s

 

360 0.2 19 22 42 32 172 172 172 
540 0.3 22 22 42 42 172 172 172 
720 0.4 26 22 52 52 162 162 162 
900 0.5 31 22 62 42 172 172 172 

1080 0.6 39 32 62 62 182 182 182 
1260 0.7 52 42 82 52 182 182 182 
1440 0.8 78 52 122 122 172 172 172 
1620 0.9 155 132 132 132 172 172 172 

L
 =

 8
 s

 

360 0.2 21 22 42 42 172 172 172 
540 0.3 24 22 42 42 172 172 172 
720 0.4 28 22 62 32 162 162 162 
900 0.5 34 22 62 32 172 172 172 

1080 0.6 43 32 62 62 182 182 182 
1260 0.7 57 32 62 62 182 162 182 
1440 0.8 85 62 132 62 182 172 172 
1620 0.9 170 132 132 132 172 172 172 

L
 =

 9
 s

 

360 0.2 23 22 42 42 172 172 172 
540 0.3 26 22 42 42 182 172 172 
720 0.4 31 22 52 52 162 162 162 
900 0.5 37 22 42 32 172 172 172 

1080 0.6 46 32 62 32 182 182 182 
1260 0.7 62 32 82 42 182 182 182 
1440 0.8 93 52 72 62 182 172 172 
1620 0.9 185 132 132 132 172 172 172 

L
 =

 1
0 

s 

360 0.2 25 22 42 42 172 172 172 
540 0.3 29 22 52 52 182 172 172 
720 0.4 33 22 62 32 182 162 162 
900 0.5 40 32 52 42 172 172 172 

1080 0.6 50 32 62 62 182 182 182 
1260 0.7 67 32 82 52 182 182 182 
1440 0.8 100 62 62 62 182 182 172 
1620 0.9 200 132 132 132 172 172 172 
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4.2. Optimum Cycle Length Formulation 
 
The optimum cycle lengths identified in the simulation for each scenario were used to calibrate 
the Webster model. As can be seen in Figure 1 through Figure 5, along with Table 3 and Table 4, 
the optimum cycle length that minimizes the HC, CO, and NOx emissions are very similar to the 
maximum cycle length. Consequently, cycle lengths should be maximized as much as possible if 
the objective is to minimize HC, CO and NOx emissions.  To identify the optimum cycle length 
to minimize vehicle delays, fuel consumption and CO2 emission levels three sets of model 
parameters are calibrated, respectively.   
 
Two model formulations are considered. The first regression model (format I) sought to develop 
a formulation that would be comparable with the Webster formulation and the 2010 HCM 
recommendation.  Equation (1) is re-written in a more general form, as shown in Equation (2) 
and then re-cast in Equation (3). 

	 ∝ 	 	                                                                  (2) 

                                     1 	                                                               (3) 

Here Copt is the optimum cycle length in seconds; ∝& β  are the model coefficients; L is the 
total lost time per cycle in seconds; and Y is the sum of flow ratios for all critical lane groups. 
Rearranging Equation (2), Equation (3) is cast where the lost time (L) is the independent variable 
and the Copt×(1-Y) is the dependent variable. A linear regression analysis was conducted on the 
simulated data using the formulation of Equation (3). Table 5 presents the estimated model 
coefficients, the associated T-values, and the coefficient of determination (R2) for each model.  
As can be seen from Table 5 the coefficient of determination for all three models is extremely 
low, indicating a weak model prediction power. Equations (4) through (6) present the developed 
models that minimize vehicle delay, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 
 

                                                   , 	 . .                                                (4) 

                                                   , 	                                                         (5) 

                                                   , 	                                                                   (6) 

Table 4. Regression Results for Model I 
MOE  R2 Estimated  T-Value for  (Pr>|t|) Estimated  T-Value for  (Pr>|t|) 
Delay 0.1407 0.46 3.39 (<0.05) 9.5 6.80 (<0.05) 
Fuel 0.0487 0.76 1.89 (0.0624) 20 4.87 (<0.05) 
CO2 0.0236 0.53 1.3 (0.1977) 17 4.07 (<0.05) 

 
In an attempt to enhance the model, another model was developed by reformatting and casting 
the model, as shown in Equation (7) (format II). In this model, there are two explanatory 
variables, namely: L/(1-Y) and 1/(1-Y). In addition, an intercept term γ is introduced in the 
equation. The γ parameter can be viewed as a minimum optimum cycle length. Table 6 lists the 
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estimated model coefficients, the associated T-value, and the coefficient of determination for 
each model. As can be seen from Table 6 the model explanatory power increases significantly 
with coefficients of determination in excess of 0.5. Specifically, the optimum delay model has a 
coefficient of determination of 0.95 with an intercept term that is very small (3.8 s), 
demonstrating that the minimum cycle length is rather small.  The optimum coefficients are 0.33 
and 8.56, respectively, which are comparable to the Webster coefficients of 1.5 and 5.0, 
respectively.   
 

Table 5. Regression Results for Model II 

MOE R2 
Estimated 

 
T-Value  

(Pr>|t|) 
Estimated 

 
T-Value  

(Pr>|t|) 
Estimated 

 
T-Value  

(Pr>|t|) 
Delay 0.95 0.33 4.33 (<0.05) 8.56 10.38 (<0.05) 3.8 2.76 (<0.05) 
Fuel 0.54 0.82 3.27 (<0.05) 0.49 0.18 (0.8586) 40 8.83 (<0.05) 
CO2 0.85 0.27 1.97 (0.05) 8.45 5.65 (<0.05) 24 9.66 (<0.05) 

 
The intercept term in the proposed model is a significant addition because it represents a 
minimum cycle length that is not included in the Webster optimum cycle length formulation.  In 
order to compare the results from Webster formulation (Equation (1)) with the results from the 
proposed model (Equation (8)), one of the independent variables (1-Y)-1 was plotted against the 
optimum cycle length, as illustrated in Figure 6. The figure shows the proposed model versus the 
Webster model overlaid on the simulation results. As can be seen, when the demand is low, the 
two models produce comparable optimum cycle length estimates.  However, the difference 
between the recommended optimum cycle lengths in the two methods increases as the traffic 
demand increases.  The results are compatible with a previous study by Chen et al., who sought 
to improve Webster formulation using Synchro 5.  They compared the optimum cycle length 
from the Webster formation with the optimum cycle length generated by Synchro 5 under 
situations when the traffic demand at an intersection is high and concluded that cycle lengths 
generated by Webster formulation were approximately 40 seconds longer (Cheng et al., 2003). In 
our case, this difference can be as large as 150 seconds as the degree of saturation approaches 
1.0.   
 
In the case of the fuel consumption and CO2 emission optimum cycle lengths, the intercept is 
much higher, 40s and 24s, respectively. The results demonstrate that the model coefficients are 
significantly different depending on the measure of effectiveness that is being minimized (delay, 
fuel consumption or CO2 emissions).   

                                                              	                                                  (7) 

                                                   , 	 . . 3.8                                     (8) 

                                                    , 	 . 40                                             (9) 

                                                    , 	 . . 24                                            (10) 
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Figure 6. Optimum Cycle Length vs. 1/(1-Y) 

 
  

Total Lost Time – 8 sec Total Lost Time – 9 sec 

Total Lost Time – 6 sec 

Total Lost Time – 10 sec Total Lost Time – 11 sec

Total Lost Time – 12 sec Total Lost Time – 13 sec 

Total Lost Time – 14 sec

Total Lost Time – 7 sec 
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5. Conclusions 
 
The paper developed analytical models to compute the optimum cycle length that minimizes the 
intersection delay, fuel consumption levels and GHG emissions using data generated using the 
INTEGRATION microscopic traffic simulation software considering different demand levels, 
cycle lengths, and lost times. Optimum cycle lengths were identified for each scenario for the 
purpose of minimizing vehicle delay, fuel consumption levels, and emissions.  
 
For minimizing HC, CO, and NOx emissions, longer cycle lengths are consistently favored 
regardless of the demand levels and lost times. To identify the optimum cycle lengths to 
minimize vehicle delays, the fuel consumption levels, and CO2 emissions two sets of regression 
models were fit to the data. The first set of models entailed recalibrating the Webster optimum 
cycle length formulation. Although the results from this model were comparable with the 
Webster formulation, the regression results produced poor prediction power. Consequently, a 
second set of models were proposed considering two explanatory variables, L(1-Y)-1 and (1-Y)-1, 
and an intercept term, γ, in the formulation. The results demonstrated that the second set of 
models provided a very strong explanatory power. This proposed model showed that: 

1. Calibration of the Webster formulation to the INTEGRATION delay estimates 
produced similar model parameters:  

a. The minimum cycle length term is modest (3.8 seconds); 
b. The model parameters, 0.33 and 8.56, are comparable with the parameters 

used in the Webster formulation, 1.50 and 5.00. 
2. At lower demand levels, the modified proposed model generates a similar optimum 

cycle length to the Webster formulation.  However, as the demand increases, the 
discrepancy increases significantly with the proposed model recommending shorter 
cycle lengths when compared with the Webster method. 

3. The cycle lengths for minimizing fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are longer 
than the optimum cycle length to minimize vehicle delays. 

4. A minimum cycle length threshold is required for the computation of the optimum 
fuel consumption and CO2 cycle lengths.   

 
The results from this study demonstrate that the optimum cycle length for delay is significantly 
different from that for minimizing vehicle fuel consumption and emission levels.  The design of 
the traffic signal needs to be customized for different design purposes. If the goal is to minimize 
fuel consumption and CO2 emission levels, a minimum cycle length threshold is required. If the 
goal is to minimize vehicle delay, the optimum cycle length calculated using the Webster method 
will typically overestimate the optimum cycle length.   
 
6. Recommendations 
 
This investigation was limited to using a two-phase signalized intersection and only eight vehicle 
demand levels. Further studies should be conducted on three, four, and multiphase simulations, 
along with different vehicle volumes, to determine if a more general formulation exits. 
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1. Problem 
 
Emergency vehicle preemption (EVP) is implemented at signalized intersections to maximize 
safety by providing a dedicated green indication for the approaching vehicle.  This ensures that 
no conflicting vehicles will enter the intersection so that the emergency vehicle (EV) can 
maintain a high rate of speed, minimizing the time needed to reach its destination.  Likewise, 
EVP can help clear an existing queue that may be blocking the path for an approaching EV.  Fire 
trucks and sometimes ambulances are equipped with preemption emitters that can be detected by 
preemption detectors when they are within a certain distance of the intersection (1).  While there 
are other preemption mechanisms, including audible detectors that respond to a siren and route-
based preemption that rely on GPS to apply preempt through a central system, this paper will 
focus on optical emitters.  An EVP control strategy is programmed in each traffic signal 
controller, which includes the phase(s) that will be served for each preemption call, at a 
minimum.  To ensure exclusive right-of-way, the EVP phase assignment is typically exclusive to 
the direction of flow so that EV can make any turn at the intersection, which is accomplished by 
displaying green for the left-turn and thru phases.   
 
EVs are random traffic events that interact with general vehicles along the roadway, typically 
causing an interruption in traffic flow, both directly and indirectly.  For example, some drivers 
will yield right-of-way to the EV by slowing down and pulling over.  The indirect interruption is 
caused by the controller leaving its normal coordinated operation to serve the EV.  Previous 
studies have investigated movement conflicts between EVs and other vehicles (2), optimal 
control strategies for minimizing EV response time, and EV route reliability with travel time 
estimation (3, 4, 5, 6). Since EVs commonly operate along coordinated arterials, their impacts on 
signal coordination have been explored. Nelson and Bullock examined various control 
algorithms and their impact on operations at a diamond intersection using hardware-in-the-loop 
simulation and reported the impact is a function of EV demand (7). Obenberger and Collura 
assessed the state-of-practice EVP control strategies, and applied a software-in-the-loop platform 
to evaluate travel delay and travel time for various transition methods versus different levels of 
general traffic demand. They emphasized the importance of minimizing the time required for 
completing an EV service and for the signal operation to return back to coordination plan (8, 9). 
Yun et al. followed this research direction and used hardware-in-the-loop simulation to compare 
various EVP parameters based on a performance measure of “average time back to coordination 
plan”, among others. They relied on a computer screen recording tool to calculate this value, and 
used simulation output for other performance measures (10). Most studies in this area rely on 
performance metrics that can be compiled from simulation output.  This paper attempts to 
produce performance metrics from data generated by field controllers. 
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2. Approach 
 
High resolution traffic signal event data generated by the controller is already being used to 
monitor the performance of traffic signals through a variety of calculated metrics (11, 12, 13).  
This data has been generated using the Traffic Signal Performance Monitoring System (TSPMS), 
the Systematic Monitoring of Arterial Road Traffic and Signal (SMART-Signal) system, and the 
data logger of the Econolite ASC/3 controller (14) among other controllers. The high resolution 
data are generated by controllers in 0.1-second intervals, and includes phase changes, preemption 
triggers, coordination status, vehicle detection and other events characterizing the controller state 
(15).   
This study proposes the use of a Signal Phase Spectrum (SPS) plot to facilitate the analysis of 
high resolution data for any application.  The SPS will be used to calculate performance 
measures characterizing EVP operation at a single intersection and a network of intersections.  In 
the next section, the process for plotting high resolution data in the SPS is presented. The 
following section covers the calculation of the performance measures from the high resolution 
data.  An overview of the signal system in Morgantown, WV is provided because this system is 
used for (a) demonstrating the performance measures in a simulation environment for evaluating 
transition modes when leaving preemption and (b) demonstrating the use of high resolution data 
for identifying potential problems in preemption operations and configurations in the field. 
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3. Methodology 
 
3.1. Signal Phase Spectrum Plot 
 
The Signal Phase Spectrum (SPS) plot is created to visualize the high resolution data and 
facilitate the analysis of that data.  The SPS plot in this paper is developed using high resolution 
data collected with the data logger of the Econolite ASC/3 controller (15).  Four categories of 
high resolution data were extracted from the logs for this study, summarized in Table 1. Those 
categories are related to phase status, EV triggers, coordination status, and vehicle detection. 
 

Table 1. High Resolution Codes for Developing EVP Signal Phase Spectrum Plot 

Category 
Event 
Code 

Parameter Event Description 

Phase Event 
1 Phase # Phase begin green 
8 Phase # Phase begin yellow 
10 Phase # Phase begin red 

Detector Event 
81 Channel # Detector call OFF 
82 Channel # Detector call ON 

Preemption Event 
102 Channel # Preemption (call) input ON 
104 Channel # Preemption (call) input OFF 

Coordination 
Event 

150 

0 Coordination free 
1 In step 
2 Transition Add 
3 Transition Subtract 
4 Transition Dwell 
5 Local Zero 
6 Begin Pickup 

 
This data was plotted to an Excel spreadsheet chronologically to produce the SPS plot shown in 
Figure 1. The process to generate a SPS plot includes: 

1. Plot Phase Events. Records associated with phase events are plotted for each 
phase chronologically, with cells colored green (code 1), yellow (code 8) or red (code 
10).  
2. Plot Preemption Events. Records associated with preemption input ON (code 102) 
and OFF (code 104) were plotted over the phase for which the EVP is assigned.  The 
EVP phase assignments are stored in the controller and cannot be determined from the 
high resolution data alone.  In Figure 1, the preemption records are plotted on phase 1 and 
6 (callouts ‘A’ and ‘B’), meaning that this preemption trigger called these two phases.  
3. Plot Coordination Events. Once an EVP call is triggered and served at an 
intersection running a coordination plan, coordination is interrupted and the controller 
goes into FREE mode (code 150, parameter 0). After the preemption call ends, the 
controller will transition back to coordinated operation.  Depending on the coordination 
transition mode configured in the controller, a record will be generated corresponding to 
ADD (code 150-2), SUBTRACT (code 150-3), or DWELL (code 150-4). Once the 
transition period has ended and the controller is in coordination, a record will be 
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generated indicating the controller is IN STEP (code 150-1). These states are depicted in 
the middle portion of Figure 1 as callouts ‘C’, ‘D’, and ‘E’.   
4. Plot Detector Events. In some cases, it may be desirable to additionally 
investigate vehicle arrivals at the intersection, if sufficient and properly placed vehicle 
detection is installed at the intersection.  Code 82 is generated when a detector channel 
turns ON and code 81 is generated when it turns OFF.  The detector channel phase 
assignments are stored in the controller and cannot be determined from the high 
resolution data alone.  For advanced detection, it is sufficient to only indicate when the 
detector turns ON (as indicated by callout ‘F” in Figure 1 for phase 2 and phase 6).  For 
stopbar detection, it would be more desirable to indicate the presence by plotting both the 
ON and OFF records. 

 
Figure 1 depicts a portion of an SPS plot when an EVP trigger occurred (denoted by ‘A’). The 
controller is serving phases 2 and 6 when the EVP trigger occurs at time 9:01:58.1 AM calling 
phases 1 and 6.  The coordination is interrupted and goes into FREE mode (‘C’). After serving 
the clearance interval for phase 2, the controller serves phases 1 and 6 until the EVP trigger turns 
off at time 9:02:18.2 AM (‘B’). At that time, the controller begins transitioning back into 
coordination by adding time (‘D’).  The transition period ends at time 9:03:24.8 AM when the 
controller is IN STEP (‘E’). 
 

 
Figure 1. Signal Phase Spectrum (SPS) Plot for EVP Performance Measures 
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3.2. Emergency Vehicle Performance Measures 
 
Different preemption performance measures can be calculated for individual intersections and 
networks based on the SPS plot, as presented in this section and applied to a simulation network 
in the following sections.   
 
To illustrate the calculation of the performance measures, an EVP trigger (i) is generally 
assigned the characteristics time (t) and space/location (s) based on the high resolution event 
code (c) as: 

EVP trigger = ( 	, 	);  
where 

	 : timestamp corresponding to code (c) associated with trigger (i); 
 : space attribute corresponding to code (c) associated with trigger (i);  

c : event code c = {102, 104, 150-0, 150-1, 150-x}; 
150-x: the first transition response to a trigger, it can be any one of 150-2 
(Transition Add), 150-3 (Transition Subtract) or 150-4 (Transition Dwell); 
and 

i : EVP trigger sample i = {1,2,….I}. 
 
3.2.1 Individual Intersection Analysis 
 
For a selected intersection, the EVP performance measures are illustrated in the upper portion of 
Figure 1 and defined below. 
 

 Preemption Duration (PD) of EVP trigger (i):  
EVP PDi =  		. 
This period is defined by the time difference between the preemption trigger turning ON 
and OFF. Longer preemption durations would indicate that it is taking the EV longer to 
pass through the intersection. Variation of this duration is most likely caused by traffic 
congestion, which impedes the EV progression.    

 Transition Duration (TD) of EVP trigger (i):  
EVP TDi = _ _ . 
This period is defined by the time difference between the controller entering transition 
mode due to the EVP trigger turning OFF and the controller being IN STEP.  A smaller 
value is preferred when considering the time required for the coordination to be back to 
normal operation. 

 Total Interruption (TI) of EVP trigger (i) : 
EVP TIi = _ _ 		= EVP PDi + EVP TDi. 
This period is defined between the preemption trigger turning ON to the time when the 
controller is IN STEP. 

 
3.2.2 Network Analysis 
 
The individual intersection metrics can be applied to multiple intersections in a network.  
Furthermore, additional network metrics can be derived by estimating the trajectory of each EV 
through the network, which requires both the time and location attributes of the EVP triggers. 
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Since the preemption call turns OFF (Code 104) when the EV emitter is no longer in the field of 
view for the detector, the time of this event is specifically used in this analysis to represent the 
EV’s arrival at the intersection.  The location of Code 104 will be more deterministic across EVs 
and intersections compared to Code 102, since the location of the vehicle relative to the 
intersection when the preemption input turns ON is affected by many factors (e.g., intersection 
approach geometry, emitter and detector ranges).   
 
For computing distance between intersections, the actual travel distance is used, which must be 
obtained from an external source (e.g., online maps, simulation network).  In this methodology, 
the cumulative distance along the network is computed from an assumed starting point at one 
network boundary based on the known segment distances.  The cumulative distance of each 
intersection is used as the physical location attribute (s) to represent each intersection in the 
network.  
 
In order to generate the trajectory through the network, triggers that occur across multiple 
intersections and are likely from the same vehicle need to be assigned a unique vehicle attribute 
(v). Since there is no way to uniquely identify individual vehicles from the high resolution data, 
the four-step re-identification process below is applied to assign each trigger (i) to a vehicle. 
 

1. Define the possible EV routes (r) through the network, which includes the sequential 
intersections and corresponding EVP phases, where r = {0,1,….R}. 

2. Assign an identifier (v) for a trigger (i) that occurs at a boundary entrance to the network 
along route (r) and set its time (t) and location (s) as an origin. Set ( 	 , 	 ) = ( 	 , 

	 )n and n = 0 (i.e., it is an origin), if it is a trigger associated with the EV entering the 
network. 

3. Set n = n+1 (i.e., entering subsequent intersection), and search for a trigger (j) ( 	 , 

	 ) from the vehicle (v) at an adjacent intersection along the possible EV route (r) (i.e., 

	  ∈ r). If the time difference between i and j triggers are reasonable based on an 

assumed travel speed and known distance (e.g., minimum < ∆t = [ 	  – 	 ] < 
maximum ), they will be assigned to the same vehicle (v) and the j trigger attributes are 
set ( 	 , 	 ) =  ( 	 , 	 )n+1.  

4. Repeat Step 3 to find triggers at subsequent intersections until reaching the end of route 
(r), where n = N for vehicle (v). Afterward, an EV trip for vehicle (v) along route (r) can 
be represented by a collection of triggers:   
EVP Tripv = {( , )n} = {( , )0, ( , )1, ( , )2, …, ( , 

)N}.  
 
For the network level, the EVP performance measures can be characterized as defined below.  

 Segment Travel Time (TT) from intersection a to intersection b for EVP (v):  
EVP TTa,b,v = , where a, b ∈ n = {0,1,….N}. 

 Segment Speed (S) estimation from intersection a to intersection b for EVP (v):  
EVP Sa,b,v =  ÷ , where a, b ∈ n = {0,1,….N}. 

 EVP Origin-Destination (OD) matrix illustrating the intersections in the network that 
each vehicle (v) preempted.  
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Set EVP Trip(v) OpDq = 1 for an EV (v) with Origin from intersection p and Destination at 
intersection q in a network. 
EVP OD matrix = ∑ 	 , where p = {1,2,..P} and q = {1,2,..Q}. 
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4. Analysis and Findings 
 
4.1. Morgantown Traffic Management System 
 
4.1.1 Field Deployment 
 
In 2010, West Virginia DOT implemented a project to improve the traffic flow along the WV-
705 corridor in Morgantown, WV. The project upgraded controllers, detection and 
communication at all 17 intersections along the corridor to provide real-time communication to 
each controller from the Econolite Centracs Central Management System software.  The 
Centracs system uploads the high resolution data logs from each intersection and archives them 
in an SQL database for further analysis.  The logs from the field deployment will be further 
investigated in the Field Application section of this paper. 
 
4.1.2 Simulation Deployment 
 
The Centracs system used for the field deployment was replicated for use in a simulation 
environment in order to evaluate various control strategies off-line.  The central system-in-the-
loop (CSIL) simulation environment consists of Centracs communicating with VISSIM software, 
which utilizes a software-in-the-loop (SIL) platform emulating the Econolite ASC/3 controllers. 
The SIL for each intersection is a duplicate of the controller configuration in the field. This 
platform has previously been used to evaluate various adaptive signal control strategies for this 
corridor (13). Traffic volumes in the VISSIM simulation were calibrated with field survey data 
collected in 2010.  It is worth noting that the CSIL simulation must be executed in real time (i.e. 
one simulation second equal to one real second) in order for the high resolution data to be 
collected. 
 
4.2. Emergency Vehicle Simulation Configuration 
 
In the field, an EV is typically equipped with an optical emitter to trigger a preemption phase 
when the vehicle is within a certain distance of the intersection (16). If there are no occlusions 
and the emitter is working properly, the trigger should be constant until the vehicle passes the 
preemption detector, which is typically installed adjacent to the signal indications.  In order to 
replicate the preemption mechanism in VISSIM, a detection zone was configured on the 
intersection approach that starts 850 feet upstream (assumed optical emitter range) and ends at 
the stopbar.  The detection zone is configured to only respond to a certain defined vehicle class 
(e.g., EV).  Each EVP detection zone is mapped to the corresponding preemption channel in the 
controller. Each preemption channel is associated with an EVP plan, which includes the phase 
assignments and other parameters.   
 
EVs (defined vehicle class) are introduced into the simulation network at certain time intervals 
and have predefined routes.  It is known that drivers respond to the presence of an EV by 
slowing down or changing lanes to let them pass.  However, it is difficult to replicate this 
behavior in VISSIM.  Therefore, for this study, it is assumed that the EV in the simulation will 
travel with the flow of all traffic.  The desired speed of the EV vehicle class was set to be 35-55 
mph, which is higher than the other vehicle classes that are set to 29-36 mph.   
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4.3. Simulation Application: Performance Measures 
 
High resolution data from either the field or simulation environments can be applied to develop 
SPS plots and characterize EVP performance measures. This section first presents a case study 
that is conducted with the CSIL platform. Since many controller parameters can be manipulated 
in the simulation environment, it provides the ability to compare performance based on different 
configurations. 
 
4.3.1 Scenarios Evaluated 
 
The CSIL of the Morgantown system is applied herein. Four intersections along the WV-705 
Corridor as indicated (i.e., Intersection 113, 115, 116, and 117) in Figure 2 are studied. Three 
EVP routes crossing these four intersections were defined:  

• Route 1: Point A to Point C (Intersection 117→116→115→113), 
• Route 2: Point C to Point A (Intersection 113→115→116→117), and 
• Route 3: Point B to Point A (Intersection 116→117).  

The simulation duration is 14.5 hours (4:30 AM to 7:00 PM). The EV triggers were controlled to 
occur once per hour from 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM in a sequence of Route 1, Route 2, and Route 3. 
Thus, one 14.5-hour simulation will have 13 EVs traversing the study corridor. Based on the 
route layouts, Intersections 116 and 117 will experience 13 EV triggers while 113 and 115 will 
have nine EV triggers.  The corridor utilizes cycle lengths of 120 seconds, 124 seconds, and 158 
seconds for the AM, mid-day, and PM periods.   
 

 
Figure 2. Study Intersections in VISSIM Simulation Environment 

 
In order to illustrate the application of the EVP performance measures, certain controller 
parameters will be varied between simulation runs.  The specific parameter varied in this study is 
the transition method, which affects how quickly a controller returns to coordination after the 
EVP is served.  In the ASC/3 controller, the transition modes are Smooth, Dwell, and Add Only. 
Additionally, the maximum amount of time that can be added or subtracted during each cycle 
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can also be configured for each transition mode, which is capped at 20 seconds/cycle in the 
ASC/3 controller.  After the completion of each simulation, the high resolution data were 
retrieved from the database and applied to develop a single SPS plot for each intersection. 
Therefore, four SPS plots are generated from each simulation. A VB macro was programmed to 
generate the SPS plots and compute the EVP performance measures. 
 
4.3.2 Preemption Duration and Transition Duration  
 
Results from Intersection 116 were analyzed to illustrate the EVP performance measures for an 
individual intersection. The Preemption Duration (PD) and Transition Duration (TD) are plotted 
for each EVP trigger from Scenario 1 in Figure 3a. The sum of these two values also constitutes 
the Total Interruption (TI).  For example, the fifth trigger occurred at 10:05 AM, requesting 
service for phases 2 and 5.  At the time when the trigger occurred, those phases were red.  The 
PD for this trigger was 19.8 seconds and the TD was 497.9 seconds, which results in a TI of 
517.7 seconds.  For all triggers at this intersection under Scenario 1, the PD ranges from 17 
seconds to 66 seconds with an average of 28 seconds and the TI ranges from 98 to 698 seconds 
with an average of 314 seconds.  
 
The individual performance measures associated with each intersection are summarized in 
Figure 3b for the three transition modes.  It is found that PD values are similar across different 
simulation scenarios at each intersection, which is expected since the duration of the preemption 
call isn’t impacted by the transition mode. Variations in PD are reflective of the congestion level 
of the intersection, which would impede the vehicle’s progress, and the phase being served when 
the preempt call is received.  EVs experienced the longest PD at intersection 116 and the shortest 
at intersection 117. Intersection 116 is the most congested along this corridor because the cross 
street has a relatively high demand. Based on the TD results, the Smooth transition produced the 
shortest transition periods.  This is expected since the smooth transition algorithm can either add 
or subtract time to reach transition in the shortest amount of time (one controller brand refer to 
this method as “short way”).  At intersections 113, 115, and 117, Add Only produced the next 
shortest transition periods, followed by Dwell with the longest transition periods.  At Intersection 
116, the Dwell transition duration was shorter than Add Only.   
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(a) Intersection 116, Smooth Transition Scenario 

 

(b) Network Performance, All Transition Scenarios 

 
Figure 3. Preemption Duration and Transition Duration 

 
4.3.3 Travel Time and Speed 
 
Results from multiple intersections can be applied to estimate an EV’s travel time and speed in 
the network. For this purpose, the time and space attributes corresponding to each of the 44 EVP 
triggers turning OFF were plotted as shown in the upper portion of Figure 4 with results from the 
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Smooth transition mode. Note that Intersection 113 is located at a cumulative distance of 2000 
feet based on the intersection location assignment described earlier, followed by Intersections 
115, 116, and 117. Each data point on the plot represents the time the EV passed through the 
intersection (i.e., trigger turning OFF). These triggers were then assigned to unique EVs using 
the re-identification process discussed previously, and each EV is illustrated in the Figure by a 
unique color.  
 
The lower portion of Figure 4 shows a zoomed view of the triggers associated with the 5th EV.  
These points are connected to represent its trajectory through the network.  Based on this view, it 
is clear that the EV was traveling from Intersection 113 to 117.  The time and space difference 
between consecutive dots is used to estimate the travel time and speed on that segment.  The 
figure has been labeled with the speed based on this calculation.  The average travel speed for 
this vehicle varied from 31 to 34 mph along the three segments.  This range is expected based on 
the desired speed parameter defined for the EV in VISSIM.   
 

 
Figure 4. Travel Time and Speed, Smooth Transition Scenario 

 
The results from estimating the segment speed for EVs in all three scenarios are summarized in 
Figure 5, including the average speed, standard deviation, maximum speed, and minimum speed. 
The estimation shows minimal variation across the simulation scenarios for each segment. 
Segment 116-117 experienced the highest travel speeds because all eastbound EVs exit the 
network turning right at Intersection 117, which has an exclusive right-turn lane with a large 
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turning radius. The highest standard deviations were associated with Intersection 116, which is 
expected due to the higher congestion levels and the fact that some of these EVs entered from the 
side street at this intersection. 
 

 
(a) Eastbound 

 
(b) Westbound 

 
Figure 5. Segment Travel Speed Estimations 
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4.3.4 Origin-Destination Matrix 
 
After profiling each EV trip in the network, an overall O-D matrix can be estimated. For 
example, the first EV passed through four intersections  and its trip is profiled as “117-116-115-
113”. Therefore, set EVP Trip(1) O117D113 = 1. Table 2 illustrates the O-D results for all EVs in 
Scenario 1.  Since these routes were predefined in the simulation, the results would be the same 
for all scenarios.  Therefore, this matrix would have more value in a field implementation to help 
understand the EV patterns and their frequency. 
 

Table 1. EVP Network Performance (Origin-Destination Matrix), Scenario 1 

            Destination 
Origin  

113 115 116 117 

113 - - - 4 
115 - - - - 
116 - - - 4 
117 5 - - - 

 
 
4.4. Field Application: Troubleshooting Preemption Operation 
 
Proper preemption operation is dependent on proper cabinet wiring and controller configuration.  
Typically, performance is verified when the traffic signal is initially installed, but rarely checked 
on a routine basis or after maintenance activity unless complaints are received.  It is also 
undesirable to test the preemption operation in the field because it could unnecessarily affect the 
signal operations, depending on the methods used.  Most traffic signal controllers do not provide 
an easy mechanism for inspecting preemption performance at an intersection.  Investigation of 
the high resolution data related to preemption events can provide some insight into the 
performance and assist in identifying configuration problems. Thus, selected high resolution data 
from two field deployments in West Virginia are investigated in this section to demonstrate this 
concept.   
 
4.4.1 Inspecting EVP Trigger Frequency to Identify Preemption Emitter Problems 
 
The EVP frequency distribution over time can be quickly examined to identify uncharacteristic 
behavior at an intersection, which might warrant further investigation. Figure 6a illustrates the 
distribution of Code 102 (i.e., EVP trigger ON) during May-June 2015 from Intersection 115 in 
Morgantown. Three triggers occurred on May 13: 1:00 AM for EVP plan 2 (phases 2 and 5), 
5:00 AM for EVP plan 1 (phases 1 and 6) and 12:00 PM for EVP plan 2. The general pattern 
indicates there were less than five triggers per day at this intersection, except on May 31, when 
there were 76 triggers for EVP plan 2 within the 9:00-10:00 AM hour.   
 
From the SPS plot in Figure 6b for the specific timeframe in which the 76 triggers occurred, it is 
observed that all of the triggers occurred within a 23 second period from 9:20:24 AM to 9:20:47 
AM, which suggests it was generated by the same EV on one approach to the intersection (for 
each Code 102, there is a corresponding Code 104, but only the last Code 104 is shown in the 
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plot).  The triggers are so close together, that it appears as two boxes on phases 2 and 5. The 7-
second gap between bursts was long enough that the controller started transitioning out of 
preemption and then initiate a new preemption sequence.  This is indicated by phase 5 serving a 
yellow and all-red clearance and returning to green (this operation will be discussed in a 
following section).  The burst of calls is most likely attributed to a faulty EV emitter not 
transmitting a constant signal.   
 
Since phases 2 and 5 at Intersection 115 are the eastbound movement, the EVP frequency 
distribution at Intersection 116 was inspected to see if the same EV could be identified on the 
same date and timeframe.  Figure 7a shows the distribution for May-June 2015, where there is a 
high frequency of calls for EVP plan 2 on May 31 within the 9:00-10:00 AM hour.  Figure 7b 
confirms that all of these calls also occurred within a 6-second period, which is consistent with 
the burst of calls at Intersection 115.  This confirms that the cause of this behavior is attributed to 
a single EV.  The eastbound movement at Intersection 116 is also served by phases 2 and 5.  
However, EVP plan 2 at this intersection corresponds to phases 3 and 8.  This inconsistency will 
be discussed in the next section. 
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(a) EVP Trigger Frequency Distribution (Code 102 – Trigger ON), May-June 2015 

 

(b) SPS Plot for May 31, 2015, 9:20:12-9:21:06AM 
 

Figure 6. EVP Analysis of Intersection 115 in Morgantown, WV 
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(a) EVP Trigger Frequency Distribution (Code 102 – Trigger ON), May-June 2015 

 
(b) SPS Plot for May 31, 2015, 9:21:08-9:21:58AM 

 
Figure 7. EVP Analysis of Intersection 116 in Morgantown, WV 
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4.4.2 Inspecting EVP Trigger Frequency to Identify Preemption Detector Problems 
 
Inspection of the EVP trigger frequency at adjacent intersections can facilitate the identification 
of improperly assigned preemption detectors, which could be a result of improper cabinet wiring 
or incorrect controller programming.  If the preemption detectors are not assigned correctly, this 
will result in an EV on one approach triggering phases on a different (probably conflicting) 
approach, which will increase the amount of time for the EV to pass through the intersection.  
While this type of problem should be identified during initial or routine inspections, it is still 
possible that this problem could occur in conjunction with cabinet maintenance activity (e.g., a 
controller being replaced after a lightning strike).  An example of this problem was discovered at 
Intersection 116, as indicated in the previous section.  The EV with the faulty emitter was 
traveling eastbound along the corridor and should have preempted phases 2 and 5 at both 
Intersections 115 and 116.  However, the preemption was triggered for phases 3 and 8 at 
Intersection 116.  Therefore, the detector for the eastbound approach is incorrectly wired to the 
channel for the northbound approach or the EVP phase assignments in the controller have been 
configured incorrectly. 
 
The EVP trigger frequency distribution can be reviewed over time to identify detectors that may 
not be working at all, although the expected frequency of EVs on an approach should be taken 
into consideration.  The frequency for Intersection 116 in Morgantown in Figure 7a reveals that 
one of the preemption detectors has likely stopped working.  This is a four-way intersection with 
preemption detectors on three of the approaches that call three different plans.  However, only 
EVP plans 2 and 3 are being triggered.  Subsequent inspection of the controller configurations 
revealed that three plans are configured, therefore the detector must not be working. 
 
Figure 8a illustrates the EVP trigger frequency distribution for an intersection in Huntington, 
WV from May 1-7, 2015, which is also managed using the Centracs system to facilitate high 
resolution data collection.  The x-axis includes the minute in which the trigger occurred, in 
addition to the day and hour.  Based on this plot, it appears that EVP plans 2 and 4 have a high 
correlation, in that both plans are being triggered within the same minute, even though the 
frequency of calls throughout the day is relatively low.  EVP plan 2 (phase 2) at this intersection 
is a major one-way movement and EVP plan 4 (phase 4) is the conflicting side street movement.  
Investigation of the SPS plots (excerpt for May 7 event in Figure 8b) confirmed that the triggers 
for these two plans overlap.  Therefore, it is likely that an EV is somehow triggering both plans.  
This could be caused by the detector facing in the wrong direction or a nearby building reflecting 
the signal coming from the emitter.  Since the plans are triggered simultaneously, this would rule 
out a wiring issue. 
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(a) EVP Trigger Frequency Distribution (Code 102 – Trigger ON), May 1-7, 2015 

 

(b) SPS plot for May 7, 2015, 10:23:04-10:24:08 PM 

 
Figure 8. EVP Analysis of Intersection in Huntington, WV 
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4.4.3 Inspecting SPS Plot for Other Preemption Operation Problems 
 
The SPS plot can be visually inspected to observe the signal operations in response to 
preemption triggers on a case-by-case basis.  This level of inspection can provide insight into 
unintended operations being caused by incorrect controller programming, which could be 
considered problems by some.  For example, Figure 6b illustrates that even though the phase 
being called by the EVP trigger is already green, that phase is terminated (serving yellow and all-
red clearance) before serving the preempt phase.  Phase termination is a setting that can be 
configured in the controller preemption plan.  However, further investigation at this intersection 
determined that this termination was instead being caused by the backup prevention settings, not 
the settings in the preemption plan (17).  Phases 1 and 5 are protected-permitted left-turn 
movements and backup prevention is enabled for those phases to avoid the yellow trap scenario. 
 
Another undesirable operation that can be identified with the SPS plot is the programmed 
preemption phases.  On approaches with left-turn arrows, it is common for the preemption plan 
to activate both the left-turn and through phases.  The left-turn phase inclusion can easily be 
overlooked when programming the controller.  In addition to verifying this assignment in the 
controller, it is also possible to observe this operation in the SPS plot.   
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5. Conclusions 
 
High resolution data has provided a new mechanism for quantifying the performance of traffic 
signals, as previous research has documented.  This paper proposes the use of a signal phase 
spectrum plot to facilitate the analysis of high resolution data and visualization of controller 
events.  Specifically, this paper proposed performance measures attributed to emergency vehicle 
preemption events and illustrated the use of those performance measures to quantify preemption 
duration and subsequent transition duration based on a simulation network.  Network level 
performance measures related to travel time, speed, and origin-destination estimates were also 
generated for the simulation network.  Furthermore, the high resolution data was used to 
troubleshoot preemption operations and configurations of field deployments in West Virginia.   
 
6. Recommendations 
 
Future research could leverage the SPS plot to visualize and evaluate other aspects of traffic 
signal operation, particularly with the inclusion of vehicle detection inputs (both stopbar and 
advanced detection).  This would allow the incorporation of vehicle arrivals to calculate percent 
arrivals relative to green and capacity utilization, consistent with previous research.  The 
methodology developed to estimate the speed and origin-destination of emergency vehicles is 
based on the ability to re-identify a unique vehicle in the traffic stream at sequential 
intersections.  This same capability will be possible with connected vehicles, so the 
methodologies presented in this paper may have other applications beyond connected vehicles. 
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1. Problem 
 
A major role of traffic engineers is to devise strategies for vehicles to reach their destinations as 
quickly as possible while maximizing safety and minimizing the impact on the environment. For 
passenger cars, busses, trucks, and other types of wheeled vehicles, this task is achieved by 
developing road networks that are appropriate for the type and volume of the expected traffic. 
Intersections are an unavoidable component of road networks. Some form of control mechanism 
is necessary to direct vehicles through intersections without collisions. Currently, control 
mechanisms for intersections with high traffic volume have taken the form of traffic lights, 
which tell drivers whether they have right-of way or not. Although necessary for safety, 
signalized intersections have the unwanted effects of increased noise pollution, increased 
emissions, and an overall decrease in the rate of traffic flow because drivers who encounter a red 
light must come to a complete stop and then accelerate back to their previous speed. A well-
designed intersection will minimize these detrimental effects to achieve the highest possible level 
of efficiency. Efficiency of an intersection can be estimated by evaluating traffic delay and 
calculating emissions. 
 
Traffic controllers installed at such signalized intersections have certain outputs that can be 
logged and stored. Researchers can then use this data to analyze when specific detectors were 
triggered. Although detector logs were initially stored in a multitude of different formats, a 
universal format for representing events of controllers using High Resolution Data (HRD) is now 
widely in use. Much of the earlier literature has been published on how to best apply HRD to 
evaluate intersection performance measures, emergency vehicle preemption (EVP), and emission 
models. However, limited research has been performed to predict vehicle emissions at 
intersections based on HRD. The work presented herein focusses on using HRDfor estimation of 
vehicle emissions. As known, emission from vehicles is influenced by timing plan, traffic 
volume, and characteristics of the traffic. The question that we seek to answer here is how to 
distinguish between a set of timing plans that produces maximum emissions and a set of timing 
plans that produces minimum emissions just by looking at the HRD. As a result of this research 
effort a Traffic Engineer will be equipped with the classifier threshold to identify if any changes 
to existing timing plans are required. 
 
Furthermore, traffic light delays are a particular problem for emergency vehicles. It is in the 
interest of public safety to give emergency vehicles (EVs) right of way over all other vehicles at 
intersections and thus allow them to reach their destination sooner. However, this process of 
interrupting the regular cycle in order to allocate a green light to an EVs disrupts the normal life 
of an intersection and might cause extra delays. It is important to minimize these disruptions thus 
adverse effect on the network. A careful choice of transition strategy from emergency vehicle 
preemption (EVP) back to the normal cycle operation is necessary to quickly restore traffic light 
coordination and prevent unnecessary delays.  
 
Any method of improving the efficiency of intersections requires an efficient method to evaluate 
the performance of intersections. Some traffic controllers use sensors and loops to track signal 
and traffic event and save this information in the form of high resolution data (HRD). It is very 
useful for a Traffic Engineer to be able to estimate whether level of emission at the intersection 
is acceptable just by looking at HRD. One approach is to use a formula or algorithm to process 
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outputs from HRD, such the number of vehicles that stopped at the intersection, and compare the 
results to a threshold condition in order to make a decision about whether to change timing plans 
for traffic lights or not. 
 
The present study discusses efforts to come up with a classifier to distinguish between maximum 
and minimum emission cases with a model developed in the simulation-optimization software 
AnyLogic. As a secondary objective, this report compares effect of presence of Emergency 
Vehicle’s (EV) (so, EVP is given to it by traffic lights and right of-way is given by other 
vehicles) on the road network in terms of emission with base case scenario without EV.The 
remainder of this report is organized as follows. First the relevant literature is reviewed. Then 
our proposed model is discussed with the aid of an EV life cycle flowchart and EVP flowchart. 
The network simulation in AnyLogic and offset variation are also described. A classifier to 
distinguish between maximum and minimum emission cases along with its threshold and 
equation is developed and discussed. Cases including and excluding EV were compared in terms 
of emission values. The work is concluded with applications and ideas for future research. 
 
1.1. Literature Review 
 
1.1.1 Emergency Vehicle Preemption 
 
Preemption of emergency vehicle (EVP) concept was around probably as long as signalized 
intersections themselves. One of the earliest mentions about EVP was in 1929 in the publication 
“Street Traffic Signs, Signals, and Markings” of American Engineering Council (Paniati [1]). 
Since then the topic of EVP was widely explored by researchers in their previous publications. 
 
Part of the previous research concentrated on decision making process of EVP and on cost-
benefit ratio of preemption implementation. For example, research of Paniati [1] identified 
available technology options for preemption and agencies that should be involved in decision 
making process. Paniati [1] also performed a site study at Fairfax county, VA, Plano, TX and St 
Paul, MN. These studies discussed the costs of EVP implementation and benefits from this 
system in place at each particular site. 
 
Some studies made an attempt to address deficiencies of available EVP methodologies. For 
instance, Louisell [2] proposed a method that decides which intersections or which corridors 
should use EVP. Safety, delay, distance to origin/destination of EV and intersection index in 
regional emergency response plan were the suggested criteria for this method.  
 
Other group of researchers focused on developing and deploying different control strategies for 
EVP. Qin [3] came up with signal sequences-based control strategies: one that transitions from 
normal traffic operation to EVP mode and another that brings traffic back to normal operation. It 
was claimed that these strategies work better than existing approaches even when over-saturated 
traffic conditions are involved. Nelson [4] provided results of a case study performed in a four-
intersection corridor in Lafayette, IN. Researchers estimated the impact of EVP on general traffic 
considering different preemption paths, transition algorithms, and frequency of preemption 
events. Jordan [5] developed three preemption strategies based on vehicle-to-infrastructure 
communication and assessed them using EV travel time and overall network delay as guidelines. 
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These researchers tried to clear the queue at the intersections prior to EV arrival and thus allow 
the EV to proceed unimpeded. All proposed strategies aimed to estimate, find, or calculate the 
appropriate start time of preemption. Simulation runs showed that the queue length-based 
strategy provided the best performance.  
 
Some researchers considered how preemption delays traffic. Chou [6] used preemption duration 
and transition duration to quantify the effect of EVP on overall traffic flow. Researchers defined 
preemption duration as time between the states of trigger ON and OFF of a controller. Similarly, 
they defined transition duration as the time taken by the controller to return to its normal 
operation (time between states OFF and IN STEP). The research presented in current study 
expands EVP and utilizes Dwell as the most appropriate for our purposes of transition strategy. 
 
1.1.2 Emissions 
 
It is an important task for Traffic Engineers to use appropriate emission models [7]. Emission 
models can be classified as macroscopic, microscopic and mesoscopic. Macroscopic models that 
are commonly used include the Elemental, MOBILE, and EMFAC models [8]. Macroscopic 
models do not have strict resources requirements. However, their estimations are not precise, so 
they are typically used for rough project estimates for big road networks. Macroscopic models 
are outside the scope of this study since they do not suit our research purposes.  
 
Microscopic models are mostly used in microscopic traffic simulation software when second-by-
second vehicle characteristics of each vehicle are available. The most wide-spread microscopic 
models are VT-Micro [9] and CMEM [10]. Both models are acceptable to use in some cases. 
However, some research shows that CMEM behaves abnormally in some scenarios, possibly due 
to model complexity [11].  
 
Mesoscopic models require less data than microscopic models and yield more accurate results 
than macroscopic models [12]. Therefore, they are desirable for situations that call for a balance 
between high accuracy and low computational cost. The commonly used mesoscopic models are 
Akcelik [13] model and MEASURE model [14]. 
 
Although the system developed in this study is mesoscopic, a microscopic emission model is 
appropriate because based on output of loop detectors, individual speed of a vehicle and its 
acceleration can be calculated. Since we have sufficient data to use a microscopic model, the 
computational cost compared to a mesoscopic model is negligible. VT-Micro is a simple model 
that is effective for this purpose. Previous work demonstrates that it can provide estimates of 
vehicle fuel consumption to within 2.5 percent of actual measured field values [15]. Thus we 
choose to use the VT-Micro model in AnyLogic [16]. 
 
1.1.3 High Resolution Data 
 
HRD is provided by the traffic controllers in commonly agreed format and contains traffic info 
and signal phase info [17]. HRD is stored in traffic controllers 10 times per second. If two loop 
detectors are installed in one lane, then HRD is a great tool for measuring the characteristics of 
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vehicle arrival such as speed and acceleration. This significant tool has attracted much attention 
from researchers recently. 
 
Some research groups wanted to get away from the conventional way of measuring performance 
of signalized intersection based on calculating average vehicle delay and total approach delay 
and made an attempt to calculate something more vehicle-specific. For example, group of 
Lavrenz [18]) used HRD to estimate the upper threshold of delay of the particular vehicle based 
on time interval between first detection event on an approach and start of green time of this 
approach.  
 
Other group of researchers utilized HRD for studies on diamond interchanges. For example, 
(Hainen [19])  made efforts to optimize offsets while keeping the existing sequence of signal 
phases. In later work, the same researchers also included left turns in different sequences in 
addition to offset optimization (Hainen [20]).  
 
Some research was done on measuring performance of system-in-the-loop simulations [21] [22] 
[23]. For example, Day [21]  estimated delay as a traditional measure of simulation performance 
and arrivals on green along with traffic volume to lane capacity ratios as operational measures of 
simulation performance. Researchers compared a few strategies for intersection network under 
heavy traffic.  
Other groups of researchers tried to visualize HRD and facilitate analysis of this data [24][6]. For 
example, Chou [6] developed an improved format to present performance measures and 
coordination events with the use of signal phase spectrum plots.  
 
Although much progress has been made in the related topics of EVP, HRD and emission models, 
very limited research has been done to determine a classifier to distinguish between optimal and 
non-optimal vehicle emissions cases based on HRD and considering EVP. The primary objective 
of the work presented here was to find the combination of traffic flow characteristics that affect 
emission the most and to come up with an equation for this classifier. A secondary objective was 
to evaluate if and to what degree the presence of EVs affect network emissions. To this end, a 
model was developed in AnyLogic simulation software with flowcharts for all four traffic lights 
of the road network, for EV life cycle, and for EVP. The VT-Micro emission model was 
implemented in AnyLogic as a tool for finding vehicle emission to analyze it later on. The 
current work uses HRD obtained from a corridor in WV-705 in Morgantown, WV to estimate 
vehicle emissions. 
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2. Approach 
 
2.1. Proposed Model 
 
This section describes the way the real road network was created in simulation and optimization 
software AnyLogic. The signal phase diagram for all intersections coordinated with each other 
along with offsets are presented. Turning volumes for all approached within the road network is 
introduced. The section also gives an overview of proposed EVP mechanism along with EV life 
cycle. VT-Micro model is presented in the end.   
 
2.1.1 Road Network (Physical Layer) 
 
The road network is the representation of the WV-705 traffic corridor in Morgantown, West 
Virginia. A Google Earth satellite view of this corridor is presented in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 Google maps Earth view of the route WV-705 

 
The flow (the geometry) of the corridor, the distances between intersections, number of 
intersections, number of lanes in each direction, and the lengths of the turning lanes are 
accurately modeled to match their real-world dimensions. The distance between intersection 1 
and intersection 2 is 2792 ft (851.0 m), between 2 and 3 is 774 ft (236.0 m), between 3 and 4 is 
868 ft (264.4 m). All modeled lanes allow traffic to proceed in a single direction even if the 
corresponding real lane is designed to allow traffic to proceed in two directions. For example, if 
a real lane allows traffic to go straight or turn right, then the modeled lane only allows traffic to 
turn right and a separate lane is used for vehicles going straight through the intersection.  
 
The simulation and optimization package AnyLogic was used in this research. Two different 
layers, one physical and one functional, should be created for every road segment to run a model 
in AnyLogic. Figure 2 represents a physical layer of the road in terms of lines and arcs. Arcs are 
always used for turning lanes as well as for making curved road sections. The circle near each 
traffic light of the intersection represents the overall state of the traffic light. Only one signal 
color is shown for simplicity. Green circle of the traffic signal represents that green light is given 
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at least to one of the approaches (either through, left or right). Yellow light turns on after green 
light, warns drivers that light is about to turn red and stops vehicles on every lane from moving. 
Red circle of the traffic signal turns on after yellow light and prevents vehicles on every lane 
from moving. 
 

 
Figure 2 The physical layer of the road in AnyLogic 

 
2.1.2 Logic of the Model (Functional Layer) 
 
Vehicle interactions on a physical layer mostly depend on the logic inside of the functional layer. 
Thus, the functional layer is used for controlling vehicle movements. The functional layer 
consists of few blocks, which are arranged in a specific order as shown in Figure 3. CarSource is 
the block at the beginning of the road that produces vehicles. It also generates infusion of 
vehicles in the road network. There are eleven CarSources for normal vehicles and one for EV. 
CarMoveTo blocks are responsible for one of the road segments/road stretches. There are 201 
CarMoveTo blocks. CarDispose blocks represent the end of the road where vehicles get 
extracted/removed from the simulation. There are 11 CarDispose blocks in the model. 
SelectOutput(5) blocks are responsible for dividing lanes and reassigning the vehicle flow. To 
facilitate programming, lanes are handled as separate roads at intersections with each road 
allowing traffic to proceed in a single direction (either through, right, or left).  
 
For example, in Figure 3 the two lane road represented by carMoveTo15 is divided to three 1-
lane roads (carMoveTo132, carMoveTo122, carMoveTo112) with the help of SelectOutput(5)8. 
Hold blocks is needed to stop the first vehicle of the vehicle queue of the particular lane at the 
red traffic light. A Queue block is placed before a Hold block and is needed to store the second 
vehicle of the vehicle queue of the particular lane. Queue and Hold blocks are present in each 
lane to account for lane assignment in each lane separately. Hold blocks for center, right-turn, 
and left-turn lanes are designated as C, R, L respectively. SelectOutput(5), hold and queue blocks 
along with lines, arcs, and statecharts participate in the traffic light creation and operation. 
Connectors on the right from carMoveTo16 and carMoveTo47 connect current route with other 
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routes. After traffic light queue22+hold3cL car turns left, gets on the road segment 
carMoveTo47 and merges into another route with the help of the connector. 
 

 
Figure 3 A sample of the functional layer of the roads in AnyLogic 

 
The scheme of the whole road network is too large to include in a single figure. Only part of it is 
shown in Figure 3. That is why names (lettering) of intersections, approaches and CarSources are 
important. There are four intersections numbered from 1 to 4. There are four approaches at each 
intersection like 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d. Letters a, b, c, and d represent southbound, westbound, 
northbound, and eastbound respectively (Figure 2). CarSources are named alphabetically as A, 
B, C etc. The lettering of the intersections, approaches, and CarSources are the same on the 
physical layer of the roads (Figure 2) and on the functional layer of the roads (Figure 2). 
 
2.2. Signalized Intersections (Statechart of the Intersection, Signal Phase Diagram, Offsets) 
 
The Road Traffic Library of the current version of AnyLogic lacks native support to implement 
signalized intersections (Anylogic [16]). To circumvent this limitation, intersections were built 
from combinations of existing blocks of AnyLogic including custom classes and functions. 
Besides combinations of SelectOutput(5)+hold+queue blocks on the functional layer, statecharts 
are used to manipulate hold blocks and signal timings. There is a separate statechart for each of 
the four intersections of the model. Figure 4 displays the statechart of one of the traffic lights in 
the model. In a statechart, the first state in yellow on the left is an initialization state that is 
responsible for a traffic light to start operating. Signal phases in real life can go parallel (start in 
the same time) or sequentially (start one after another). Signal phases are represented in 
AnyLogic as the sequence of different states (events) on the timeline. Each state describes the 
lane assignments of all four approaches of the particular intersection. Each phase contains two 
states: one for green signal, one for red signal. There are two modes of traffic light operation: 
normal and after EVP (to restore cycle to its original timings). Normal mode is displayed in  
Figure 4 by arrow from one state to another with watch in between. After EVP mode is displayed 
by arrow from one state to another with the question mark in between.  
 
For example, the statechart of intersection 2 is displayed in Figure 4. Signal phases 1, 2, 3 are 
presented at the top and phases 5, 6, 7 are presented at the bottom. Since green light of the phases 
1 and 5 start in the same time, there is only 1 state that represents both of them. Red light of 
phases 1 and 5 also starts in the same time, so similarly there is only 1 state for both of them. The 
same is applied for green and red of states 2 and 6, 3 and 7. For visual purposes a state is 
allocated on green background if it represents green state of the traffic light and on a red 
background if it represents a red state. The dimensions of the sections are to scale with respect to 
their durations. Green light of phases 1 and 5 continues for 7.1 seconds and red light of these 
phases for 4.9 seconds. Green light of phases 2 and 6 continues for 72.7 seconds and red light of 
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these phases for 5.3 seconds. Green light of phases 3 and 7 continues for 25.1 seconds and red 
light of these phases for 4.9 seconds. The red and green bars are sized proportionally based on 
these durations. 
 

 
Figure 4 State charts of second intersection 

 
The ring diagram and signal phase diagram display traffic assignment on each lane. The 
diagrams on Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent real vehicle assignment in traffic corridor WV-705 
in Morgantown, WV along with the duration of each phase [6]. 
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Figure 5 Ring barrier diagram for the four studied intersections 
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Figure 6 Signal phase diagram for the four studied intersections 

 
The offsets of downstream traffic lights are important for traffic coordination. The offsets in the 
developed model on Figure 7 represent real offsets in the coordinated traffic corridor WV-705 in 
Morgantown, WV [6]. Offsets values of 110 seconds, 26 seconds and 28 seconds were provided 
from a case study on WV-705. These are in agreement with the output values 110, 20, 20 
seconds from offset variation with step equal to 20 seconds in the current work. 
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Figure 7 Offsets of the four coordinated intersections 

 
2.3. Turning Volumes 
 
The turning volumes in the developed model on Figure 8 represent real traffic flow going 
through, left and right in the Morgantown WV-705 corridor [6]. The morning peak-hour data 
(5:30-9:30 am) are used as an input parameter to represent the maximum load on the road 
network and to test the robustness of our model. The frequency of u-turns is negligibly small 
even at peak traffic volume, thus they are omitted from the model. 
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Figure 8 Turning volumes for morning peak-hour 5:30-9:00am 
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3. Methodology 
 
3.1. EV Life Cycle 
 
When a simulation starts, vehicles are constantly produced by all carSources blocks based on the 
corresponding rates/minute assigned there. EV in the proposed model runs every 15 minutes on 
major westbound approach. An EV can potentially effect emission since other cars have to give 
it right-of-way and stop for a few seconds. Therefore, it makes more sense to put EVs on the 
approach with more vehicles, the westbound approach in this case. A flowchart is developed to 
display life cycle of each EV. 
 
The life cycle of an EV starts from production by its own EVcarSource block that is located near 
carSource D (Figure 9). The next step is to check whether the EV is in the road network or not. If 
the EV is not in the road network, it means that the EV has already made it through all 4 
intersections and has already been disposed by carDispose block at A. If the EV is still in the 
road network, then we check if the next road segments that the EV is about to enter are included 
in “intersection set.” This check is done as follows: we determine which road segment the front 
of the car is on (we specify front because the front and back of a car can be on different segments 
if the car in is transition between them) and consider the upcoming road segments. We iterate 
through the next segments to check if one of them is included in one of our four intersections. 
For that we look inside IntersectionCollection in AnyLogic and call the 
getTrafficLightByLaneName() method of every intersection with «segment name» as a 
parameter. This method returns the particular traffic light that the EV is approaching. Thus, we 
can determine whether this next segment belongs to any of the traffic lights and if it does belong, 
to which one exactly so we can give EVP to the specific intersection. If no traffic light is 
determined, the simulation goes back to check whether EV is on the road network. If a traffic 
light was found, we check the distance to this traffic light by calling the getOffset() method. This 
method returns distance that car already passed along current road segment. The distance to 
intersection is stored in the variable offsetToIntersection and is calculated by subtracting the 
distance that the car already passed along the current road segment from the segment length. If 
the distance to the intersection is bigger than the preemption distance of 200 meters, then it is too 
early to activate the EVP. In this case, the flowchart checks whether EV is still in the road 
network. If the distance to the intersection is smaller or equal to the preemption distance, we turn 
on EVP on the relevant traffic light by calling the method preemptionOn() with the traffic light 
as a parameter. As a next step, the simulation checks whether the EV entered an intersection. If 
the EV did not enter an intersection yet, it probably got hold/stuck in the traffic jam, so we turn 
EVP ON again. If the EV already entered an intersection, the next step of the simulation is to 
check whether the EV left an intersection. If the EV did not leave an intersection yet, the 
simulation continues to check every second until the EV leaves this intersection. If the EV 
already left an intersection, the simulation checks again if the EV is still in the road network. 
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Figure 9 EV life cycle flowchart 

 
3.2. EVP 
 
EVP consists of Flowchart of preemption and dwell transition strategy, Agent-based behavior of 
EV and normal vehicles, giving Right-of-way to EV by normal cars, Stop of normal vehicles 
after lane switching for EV. 
 
3.3. Flowchart of Preemption and Dwell Transition Strategy 
 
The topic of EVP is of prime importance because of its implications for the efficiency of 
emergency responses and the safety of personnel in the EV. Much work has been done on this 
topic already, but further research is needed to encounter for EV and give it right-of-way by 
other vehicles and preemption by traffic light. The EVP flowchart on Figure 10 describes how 
the proposed model transitions between EVP and normal signal operation. 
 
As described in Figure 9, preemption is started when the EV is within 200 meters of the traffic 
light. In this condition, a green light is given to the current approach of the EV and red lights are 
given to all other approaches. This allocation of green and red lights continues until the EV 
leaves the intersection and does not need EVP anymore. One of the main challenges is to restore 
traffic cycle back to its original timings so all intersections are coordinated again in the same 
way as before the EVP call disrupted normal operation. The Dwell transition strategy is 
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implemented in the current research as an efficient way to restoring signal. Transition can go 
different ways depending on which phase EVP call came in and which phase EVP call ended in. 
There are five possible situations depicted in Figure 10. These situations can be illustrated in an 
example using intersection 2 as the intersection that needs EVP. The major phases for 
intersection 2 are 2 and 6, and the statechart for intersection 2 is depicted in Figure 4.  
 
Situation a (start: main – end: same phase): The EVP call comes in phase 2 and ends in phase 2. 
After the EVP call ends phase 2 is turned on again for the number of seconds left (i. e. we dwell 
right away).  
 
Situation b (start: main – end: different phase): The EVP call comes in phase 2 and ends in phase 
3. After the EVP call ends, phase 3 is skipped and phase 1 is turned on. After phase 1 ends, phase 
2 is turned on and we dwell in that phase (i.e. we add to normal duration of phase 2 the number 
of unused seconds from phase 3). 
 
Situation c (start: not main– end: same phase): The EVP call comes in in phase 3 and ends in 
phase 3. After the EVP call ends, phase 3 is skipped and phase 1 is turned on. After phase 1 ends, 
phase 2 is turned on and we dwell in that phase (i.e. we add to normal duration of phase 2 the 
number of unused seconds from phase 3). 
 
Situation d (start: not main– end: different phase (main)): EVP call comes in phase 1 and ends in 
phase 2. After EVP call ends, phase 2 is turned on again for the number of seconds left (i.e., we 
dwell right away).  
 
Situation e (start: not main– end: different phase (not main)): The EVP call comes in phase 3 and 
ends in phase 1. After the EVP call ends, phase 1 is skipped, phase 2 is turned on and we dwell 
in phase 2 (i.e., we add to normal duration of phase 2 the number of unused seconds from phase 
1).  
 
The main task regardless of situation is to restore the normal traffic coordination of intersections 
as soon as possible. 
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Figure 10 Flowchart of EVP with dwell transition strategy 

 
3.4. Agent-based Behavior 
 
The agent-based modeling is implemented in the current model in AnyLogic. This functionality 
allows normal vehicles and EV to behave like the agents and to interact with each other via 
messages. 
 
3.5. Right-of-Way 
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When an EV appears in the road network, it needs to move as fast as possible. The EV knows the 
intended destination and is sure to occupy the appropriate lane in advance. The EV is forced to 
follow the same rules as all other vehicles regarding lane assignment. For example, it cannot turn 
left from the right most lane because there is no physical connector between right lane and left 
turn. Once the EV enters the road network, it constantly sends messages to normal vehicles in 
front and asks them to yield right-of-way by moving to the right lane and stopping. When normal 
vehicles receive such messages, they try to switch lanes if possible. Rules of lane switching are 
displayed in Figure 11 and explained below. If switching is not possible right away, vehicles 
keep trying until they succeed. 
 

 
Figure 11 EV lane changing rules 

 
Stop:  
After normal vehicles give right-of-way to EV by switching lanes, they stop on the right lane for 
a few seconds before resuming their normal motion. Stopping time is a parameter that can be 
configured in settings before the start of the simulation. 
 
Merging: 
Sometimes in the process of merging, vehicles attempt to occupy the same space on the road at 
the same time. For example, one vehicle may cross the intersection going westward while 
another vehicle is turning left from northbound. In the real life this situation would cause a crash. 
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In the simulation there is only an exception in the software. There is no embedded functionality 
to solve these merge conflicts between vehicles in the current version of AnyLogic [16]. To 
avoid such cases, Lane Merge and Merge Resolver algorithms were implemented. The essence 
of Merge Resolver algorithm is that the pair of arc or arc and lane combinations where collisions 
take place are stored in a file. Then vehicles approaching that same potentially dangerous 
location communicate with each other and decide who will yield the right-of-way. The dynamics 
of Lane Merge algorithm is depicted on Figure 11. A represents the search length, which 
includes one car length in front of the car and one car length in the back of the car. B represents 
the distance remaining until the division of the two lane road to a four lane road. C represents the 
distance between the intersection and the current position of the vehicle. Figure 11 describes the 
situation when EV is travelling on the right lane of a two lane road and needs to switch to the left 
lane of the same two lane road. To accomplish this goal, a few requirements should hold true. 
First, no cars should be present in road segment. Second, B should be greater than 10 car lengths 
from the front of the car. Third, C should be greater than 20 meters. The same rules are applied 
for normal (not EV) vehicles when they are trying to give right-of-way to EV.  
 
3.6. VT-micro Microscopic Emission Model 
 
As mentioned earlier, this work used the VT-micro emission model. The equation of this 
microscopic emission model is presented below along with the table with coefficients that were 
provided by the field survey [25]: 
 
MOE = exp ( C11 + C12V + C13V 2 + C14V 3 + 
 C21A + C22AV + C23V 2 + C24AV 3 + 
 C31A2 + C32A2V + C33A2V 2 + C34A2V 3 + 
 C41A3 + C42A3V + C43A3V 2 + C44A3V 3 )     (1) 

Where,  
MOE is the calculated measure of effectiveness (fuel, HC, CO, NOx) per second, 
V is Speed (km/h), 
A is Acceleration (m/s2), and 
Cxy are the coefficients provided in Table 1 (Rakha [25]) 

 
Emission of every vehicle for every second is calculated based on the VT-micro model and 
stored in the log file in the end of a simulation. 
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Table 1 Coefficients of VT-Micro Emission Model 

 
 
  

Coefficients Fuel HC CO NOx
C11 -7.533E+00 -7.280E-01 8.874E-01 -1.068E+00

C12 3.255E-02 2.738E-02 7.790E-02 5.094E-02

C13 -3.323E-04 -2.468E-04 -9.464E-04 -2.083E-04

C14 1.965E-06 2.575E-06 6.099E-06 7.518E-07

C21 1.484E-01 0.000E+00 1.633E-01 2.791E-01

C22 5.789E-03 1.222E-02 4.660E-03 1.864E-02

C23 -2.713E-05 -1.361E-04 1.232E-04 -1.731E-04

C24 8.032E-08 8.959E-07 -1.024E-06 4.755E-07

C31 1.920E-02 2.814E-02 3.678E-02 1.068E-02

C32 1.101E-04 -7.253E-04 -1.223E-03 3.800E-03

C33 1.358E-06 5.450E-05 7.130E-05 -8.504E-05

C34 -3.945E-08 -3.388E-07 -4.995E-07 3.818E-07

C41 -1.571E-03 -1.232E-04 -1.781E-03 -1.256E-03

C42 -8.890E-05 -1.638E-04 0.000E+00 -4.654E-04

C43 4.836E-07 5.266E-06 -2.243E-06 3.091E-06

C44 -7.803E-09 -3.037E-08 0.000E+00 -2.199E-08
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4. Analysis and Findings 
 
4.1. Simulation, Offset Variation, and Validation 
 
The proposed model was developed in simulation and optimization package AnyLogic 7.2. 
Although this software is not traffic specific like VISSIM, etc., it does include some useful 
classes and functionalities for traffic studies along with the Road Traffic, Analysis, Presentation, 
Agent, Process modeling, and Statechart libraries that were applied in the current research. The 
road network with four coordinated intersections, timing plans for every intersection, turning 
volumes were discussed previously.  
 
Values for deceleration and acceleration are set according to comfortable rate for vehicle 
deceleration and acceleration (3 m/s2 and 2 m/s2 respectively) [26] [27]). Each simulation 
continues for 900 seconds. Vehicles are generated from different carSources based on the rate of 
vehicles per unit time that are different for every carSource. When the simulation is started, the 
functional layer of the road (Figure 3) becomes animated. The numbers below the road segments 
display vehicles on this segment with each vehicle in its corresponding state (i.e. this many 
vehicles entered this particular road segment carMoveTo, this many vehicles are moving, this 
many vehicles left). Also, the physical layer shows car movement on the road network according 
to lane assignments and timing plans. The physical layer also shows traffic lights changing color. 
Some states on Statecharts of the intersections (Figure 4) are highlighted showing which state the 
traffic light is currently in.  
 
For the current research, multiple simulations were performed with different offsets. In the 
technique called offset variation, offsets ranging from 0 to 120 seconds were varied in 20 second 
increments. Altogether, 343 simulations were run in order to find optimal offsets for particular 
inputs such as road network, set of timing plans, and HRD. As a result of these simulations, 
optimal offsets were found to be 110, 20 and 20 seconds, in good agreement with offsets 
reported in Day [21]. 
 
After every simulation, we get output data in HRD format. Emissions of every vehicle in every 
second on each road segment are calculated based on the VT-micro model described earlier and 
stored in logs, which are processed later to find possible patterns in inputs. 
 
Multiple scenarios can be run depending on EV inclusion/exclusion and emissions from each of 
those scenarios can be compared later on. No-EV scenario is when there is no EV in the road 
network. This is the base case. Scenarios EVP and EVP with right-of-way consider EV. In EVP 
scenario an EV gets EVP and cars move normally. In scenario EVP with right-of-way, an EV 
gets EVP and cars yield right-of-way. Any one of the scenarios can be chosen along with offsets 
before the start of the simulation in the simulation window. Later in the report, the degree to 
which EV effects emissions in different scenarios is analyzed. 
 
The group and individual behavior of vehicles were analyzed as a way to sanity check the 
validity of the developed model. The vehicle flow travelling on the road network on Figure 12 
represents vehicle group behavior. A red square around one of the vehicles indicates which 
vehicle was selected for individual profile checking. 
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Figure 12 Group behavior of vehicles 

 
An individual vehicle profile consisting of a time-space diagram, smoothed speed, and 
acceleration was extracted from a simulation shown on Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15. 
 

 
Figure 13 Time-space diagram of an individual vehicle 
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Figure 14 Smoothed speed of an individual vehicle 

 

 
Figure 15 Acceleration of an individual vehicle 

 
All four graphs display normal individual and group behavior of a vehicle, which, along with the 
good agreement of our offsets to literature values, indicates that the model is valid. 
 
4.2. HRD Utilization in Emission Predication 
 
There are two loop detectors in our model: 100 ft and 200 ft away from each intersection on the 
major approaches. The loop detectors are assumed to be 5 meters long. 
 
There is a sample of HRD output from controllers of all 4 intersections in Table 2 and in Table 3. 
It consists of Signal ID, Timestamp, Event code ID and Parameter. The info of green, yellow and 
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red lights (Event code ID 1, 8 and 10) along with timeStamps are called signal phase info. The 
info about traffic moving on top of the detector and leaving it (EventCodeID 82 and 81) along 
with time stamps is called detector events info. From a combination of signal phase info and 
detector events info, the number of vehicles can be counted and their speeds and accelerations 
calculated. 
 

Table 2 Sample of HRD from 200ft detector 
Signal ID Timestamp Event code ID Parameter 

Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:00.0 1 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:15.8 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:16.0 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:35.9 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:36.1 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:37.5 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:37.7 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:38.3 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:38.5 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:51.7 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:51.9 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:52.5 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:52.7 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:58.7 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:59.0 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:25.0 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:25.2 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:36.8 82 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:37.0 81 1 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:22.0 8 2 

 
Table 3 Sample of HRD from 100ft detector 

Signal ID Timestamp Event code ID Parameter 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:00.0 1 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:16.6 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:16.8 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:36.8 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:37.0 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:38.3 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:38.5 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:39.2 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:39.4 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:52.5 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:52.7 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:53.3 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:53.7 81 2 
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Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:59.8 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:00.3 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:25.7 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:26.0 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:37.5 82 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 31:37.7 81 2 
Intersection 1 6/11/15 30:22.0 8 2 

 
HRD from Table 2 and Table 3 about loop detectors at 200ft and 100ft away from the 
intersection 2b was processed to generate the data shown in Table 4 and Table 5. For example, 
from Table 2 time ON (t1) and time OFF (t2) were collected that are first 2 columns in Table 4. 
Similarly, from Table 3 time ON (t3) and time OFF (t4) were collected that are first 2 columns in 
Table 5. Since the length of loop detector and vehicle occupancy are known (5 meters and (t2-
t1)), speed V1 with which the vehicle was travelling on loop detector 200 ft and speed V2 with 
which the same vehicle was travelling on loop detector 100 ft can be calculated. Also, 
acceleration of a vehicle between these two loop detector can be calculated by dividing (V2-
V1)/(t3-t1). 
 

Table 4 200 ft loop detector data 
t1 t2 V1 

15.90 16.07 28.60 
35.96 36.17 24.10 
37.52 37.72 24.38 
38.32 38.52 24.38 
51.71 51.91 24.59 
52.51 52.71 24.59 
58.77 59.00 22.12 
85.14 85.30 32.16 
96.85 97.02 28.93 

 
Table 5 100 ft loop detector data 

t3 t4 V2 
16.63 16.81 28.60 
36.83 37.04 24.10 
38.38 38.59 24.38 
39.20 39.41 23.81 
52.56 52.77 24.59 
53.39 53.77 13.33 
59.86 60.34 10.31 
85.80 85.95 32.16 
97.58 97.75 28.93 

 
Using Table 4 and Table 5 (from 200 ft away and from 100ft away) we create Table 6. 
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Table 6 Data extracted from HRD 
 

200 ft, t1 200 ft, t2 100 ft, t3 100 ft, t4 200 ft, V1 100 ft, V2 200-100ft,A
15.90 (82) 16.07 (81) 16.63 (82) 16.81(81) 28.60 28.60 0.00 
35.96 (82) 36.17 (81) 36.83 (82) 37.04 (81) 24.10 24.10 0.00 

 
Similarly, this table becomes filled with the data from all vehicles in all simulations. A separate 
table for each major approach is made (8 tables in total). As of now, the columns V1 and V2 are 
the most important ones. Then in every one of these 8 tables one more column named speed 
between 200ft and 100 ft was added so now the average speed for each approach is available 
with all simulations included. Now only cars that stopped anywhere on this particular approach 
that we are dealing with need to be selected. In the simulation this selection is done by a script to 
select stopped vehicles because we have full control over vehicles. In a reality only speeds and 
accelerations of the cars are available from HRD so a prediction based on speeds and 
accelerations must be made. It is known that stopped cars are the main contributors to vehicle 
emissions since when they accelerate they produce much more emissions than cruising cars. 
Therefore, the frequency distribution of the speeds between two detectors and accelerations of all 
stopped cars are plotted to identify the most frequent speeds and most frequent accelerations. In 
order to estimate the number of stopped cars in individual simulations, all cars that fall within the 
range of one standard deviation around the mean are selected. So, the most frequent speeds of the 
cars that will stop need to be considered. That is why the speed range of 1 standard deviation is 
selected and that should give good enough prediction. So, all vehicles on a particular road 
segment whose speeds fall within this range are counted. This is how stopped vehicles are 
predicted on the particular approach based on speed. Similarly, all vehicles on a particular road 
segment whose accelerations fall within identified range are counted. This is the way stopped 
vehicles are predicted on the particular approach based on accelerations. Also, cars that satisfy 
both speed-based ranges and acceleration-based ranges are selected. The number of stopped 
vehicles on a particular approach will be used for an analysis in the following sections. 
 
4.3. Finding Classifier and Its Threshold 
 
As stated in the introduction, vehicle emissions depend on timing plans, traffic volume and 
traffic characteristics. Hence, it makes sense to start searching for significant inputs approach-
wise such average speed, average acceleration, standard deviation speed, standard deviation 
acceleration. Offset is insignificant so it is omitted.  
 
As a result of all 343 simulations, a summary excel file with the essence of every simulation is 
produced. For example, intersection 4 has these outputs: 

• total network emission within particular simulation 
• offsets values 
• westbound approach emission 
• eastbound approach emission 
• average speed on 4b 
• average acceleration on 4b 
• standard deviation in speeds on 4b 
• standard deviation in acceleration on 4b 
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• average speed on 4d 
• average acceleration on 4d 
• standard deviation in speeds on 4d 
• standard deviation in acceleration on 4d 
• stopped vehicles on approach 4d based on speeds 
• stopped vehicles on approach 4b based on speeds 

 
There are three scenarios that have been simulated in this study, namely No EV, EVP, EVP with 
right-of-way. Thus, there are three summary excel files – one for every scenario. 
In every scenario, CO emission, HC emission, NOx emission at the 4th intersection was sorted 
one after another. The 15 minimum and 15 maximum values were taken and used to produce 
graphs of number of stopped vehicles on two major approaches 4b and 4d of intersection 4. 
Figure 17 does not display a clear pattern as we see some overlap between minimum emission 
cases and maximum emission cases in No-EV scenario. In contrast, patterns in Figure 19 and 
Figure 21 are clear. EV makes scenarios more distinct. Regression analysis was applied to 
intersections 4 for all three scenarios with all available inputs. The predicted models shown in 
Figure 18, Figure 20, Figure 22 had R^2 values of 70%, 78%, 80% respectively. 
 

 
Figure 16 Stopped vehicles on approaches 4d and 4b in minimum emission no EV case 

(blue) vs maximum emission no EV case (red) 
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Figure 17 Prediction of the proposed model for intersection 4 in No-EV scenario 

 

 
Figure 18 Stopped vehicles on approaches 4d and 4b in minimum emission EVP case (blue) 

vs maximum emission EVP case (red) 
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Figure 19 Prediction of the proposed model for intersection 4 in EVP scenario 

 

 
Figure 20 Stopped vehicles on approaches 4d and 4b in minimum emission EVP with right-

of-way case (blue) vs maximum emission EVP with right-of-way case (red) 
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Figure 21 Prediction of the proposed model for intersection 4 in EVP with right-of-way 

scenario 
 
Discriminant analysis has proved to be a useful tool for finding significance of the factors and 
the equation, that is why it was used to find a classifier for vehicle emissions based on HRD. 
Discriminant analysis was applied to intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles on 4b approach 
and stopped vehicles on 4d approach for No-EV, EVP and EVP with right-of-way scenarios. For 
every scenario, CO emission, HC emission, NOx emission was considered separately. Graphs for 
all 9 scenarios are shown on Figure 23 through Figure 31. The following figures show the reports 
generated by JMP statistical software. 
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Figure 22 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in No-EV 

scenario for CO emission 
 
The equation for classifier for No-EV case for CO emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  -0.009*4d stopped cars + 0.067*4b stopped cars     (1) 
 
Calculated value of the classifier (threshold) less than 8.303 indicates acceptable level of 
emission at an intersection, greater than 8.303 belongs to unacceptable level of emission. 
Depending on the value for the classifier, decision can be make whether the emissions are within 
acceptable ranges or some changes are required for a particular intersection to bring down the 
emissions. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be distinguished. Difference in CO 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in No-EV scenario is 36.1%. 
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Figure 23 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in No-EV 

scenario for HC emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for HC emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  - 0.017*4d stopped cars + 0.062*4b stopped cars    (2) 
 
Threshold is 5.590. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be distinguished. However, they are very 
close to one another. Difference in HC emission between minimum average and maximum 
average cases in No-EV scenario is 50.6%. 
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Figure 24 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in No-EV 

scenario for NOx emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for NOx emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 = - 0.004*4d stopped cars + 0.070*4b stopped cars    (3) 
 
Threshold is 9.662. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be distinguished. However, they are very 
close to one another. Difference in NOx emission between minimum average and maximum 
average cases in No-EV scenario is 41.0%. 
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Figure 25 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP scenario 

for CO emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for CO emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.044*4d stopped cars + 0.012*4b stopped cars    (4) 
 
Threshold is 8.395. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in CO 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP scenario is 79.4%. 
 

 
Figure 26 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP scenario 

for HC emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for HC emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.046*4d stopped cars + 0.017*4b stopped cars    (5) 
 
Threshold is 9.393. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in HC 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP scenario is 86.8%. 
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Figure 27 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP scenario 

for NOx emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for NOx emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.056*4d stopped cars + 0.006*4b stopped cars    (6) 
 
Threshold is 9.171. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in NOx 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP scenario is 81.2%. 
 

 
Figure 28 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP with 

right-of-way scenario CO emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for CO emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.048*4d stopped cars + 0.030*4b stopped cars    (7) 
 
Threshold is 11.520. 
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Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in CO 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP with right-of-way 
scenario is 78.6%. 
 

 
Figure 29 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP with 

right-of-way scenario CO emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP case for HC emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.048*4d stopped cars + 0.021*4b stopped cars    (8) 
 
Threshold is 10.250. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in HC 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP with right-of-way 
scenario is 90.8%. 
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Figure 30 Discriminant analysis of intersection 4 based on stopped vehicles in EVP with 

right-of-way scenario CO emission 
 
The equation for classifier for EVP with right-of-way case for NOx emission is provided below. 
Canonical1 =  0.049*4d stopped cars + 0.017*4b stopped cars    (9) 
 
Threshold is 9.722. 
 
Minimum and maximum cases do not overlap and can be well distinguished. Difference in NOx 
emission between minimum average and maximum average cases in EVP with right-of-way 
scenario is 82.8%. 
 
Comparison of discriminants is provided in Table 7. 
 

Table 7 Comparison of discriminants 
 No-EV EVP EVP with right-of-way 
CO 8.303 8.395 11.520 
HC 5.590 9.393 10.250 
NOx 9.662 9.171 9.722 
Total emission 8.3 8.5 10.8 

 
In No-EV scenario discriminant based on CO captures the difference between maximum and 
minimum cases. In EVP and EVP with right-of-way scenarios all three discriminants capture the 
difference between maximum and minimum cases. 
 
CO discriminant is not sensitive to No-EV and EVP scenarios. However, CO discriminant is 
different in EVP with right-of-way scenarios. HC discriminant in all 3 scenarios is sensitive. It 
increased from 5.590 in No-EV scenario to 9.393 in EVP scenario and further increased to 
10.250 in EVP with right-of-way scenario. NOx discriminant is not sensitive to any of the 3 
scenarios. Total emission, that is a sum of CO, HC and NOx emissions, approximately reflects 
CO discriminant in all 3 scenarios.  
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NOx seems to be a good classifier since it does not change scenario to scenario and dos not 
depend on EV presence. NOx discriminant has average value of threshold around 9.5. 
 
4.4. Impact of EV Presence on Emissions 
 
As was mentioned earlier, there is an attempt to find out whether presence of EV changes 
emissions and if it does to what extent. Outputs from offset variation for No EV scenario found 
previously are compared to offset variation for EVP scenario (EVP is given and vehicles move 
normally) and EVP with right-of-way scenario (EVP is given and vehicles yield to EV). All three 
scenarios are plotted for the westbound approach on Figure 32. 
 

 
Figure 31 Comparison of maximum emissions in scenarios No-EV, EVP and EVP with 

right-of-way in westbound approach 
 
Emissions observed for all scenarios are provided in Table 8. Emissions in EVP scenario are 9% 
less than in the No-EV scenario. Emissions in scenario EVP with right-of-way are 16.5% bigger 
than in No-EV scenario. 
 

Table 8 Comparison of maximum emissions in all scenarios 
 

Scenario EVP Scenario No-EV 
Scenario EVP with right-
of-way 

Emission on westbound 
approach 

Emission on westbound 
approach 

Emission on westbound 
approach 

341187.33 398861.64 444058.0614 
335803.21 376287.81 439058.0614 
333821.21 367660.71 403429.9788 
332428.35 358795.10 400429.9788 
332428.35 358795.10 423429.9788 
328813.58 348648.04 423429.9788 
327171.11 348151.54 383429.9788 
325216.41 348151.54 424429.9788 
325216.41 348040.63 412429.9788 
324342.04 347497.08 439429.9788 

 
However, different relationships between scenarios may occur if compared at the intersections or 
at the individual approaches. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
Previous research proved that stored HRD from traffic controllers can be an effective tool to 
estimate emissions for two reasons. First, if detectors are already installed near the intersections, 
HRD in form of controller’s logs are most likely already stored and available for analysis. 
Utilizing this data saves the time and high costs involved in conducting a survey to obtain 
necessary data. Second, HRD is stored in a format that is widely-accepted and commonly-
known. Thus it is relatively easy for engineers to understand the data and use it in traffic 
analysis. The above mentioned reasons justify the use of HRD. The HRD used in this study was 
taken from the Morristown WV-705 corridor. The number of stopped vehicles at an intersection 
in this corridor was determined based on event codes and timings from the controller’s log. Also, 
speed and acceleration of the vehicles were calculated based on HRD to use later in emissions 
calculations with the VT-micro microscopic emission model. HRD and emission values from a 
few most and least optimal emission cases of one of the intersections were fed into statistical 
software and processed with discriminant analysis. A classifier threshold value of 14.2 along 
with its formula based on stopped vehicles were developed to help traffic engineers estimate 
emission at the intersection judging by HRD only. Besides analysis of normal traffic, HRD is an 
effective tool to process info about EVs, specifically EVP call ON and OFF events. This allows 
evaluation of the effect EVP has on emissions. This information is critical because EVs are a 
very important participant of a road network and should be given right-of-way over other cars if 
possible. The work presented in this study compared scenarios with and without EVP to test the 
hypothesis that EVP affects emissions. 
 
The road network WV-705 with four intersections was implemented in AnyLogic 7.2 software 
and signals were coordinated. The VT-Micro emission model was incorporated in AnyLogic to 
calculate emission from the vehicles. Process for calculating individual vehicle speeds and 
accelerations from HRD and analyzing them to predict number of stopped vehicles was shown. 
Development of the classifier to predict emissions based on stopped vehicles from HRD was 
presented, its thresholds and equation were reported.  
 
Results indicate that vehicle emissions in EVP case without other cars yielding to EV is 8% less 
compared to emission from No EV case. Vehicle emissions in EVP case with other cars giving 
right-of-way to EV is 16.5% more compared to No EV case emission. 
 
With the methods described in this study, a Traffic Engineer may use the developed classifier to 
justify whether any changes are to be made to reduce emissions at intersections. As a result, 
intersections with excessive emissions can be quickly identified and given priority in efforts to 
improve performance just by utilizing HRD from an office instead of measuring emissions in the 
field. Our research is significant due to its potential in estimating vehicle emissions and pointing 
out any existing problems 
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6. Recommendations for Future Work 
 
Future research should focus on developing and analyzing different road networks to refine the 
proposed set of classifiers and increase their precision. New ways of utilizing HRD to evaluate 
and improve the overall control scheme should also be explored. 
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